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ABSTRACT




University of New Hampshire, December, 2010
Hyperpolarized 129Xe (HXe) is a non-invasive contrast agent for lung magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), which upon inhalation follows the functional pathway of oxygen in the lung by dissolv-
ing into lung tissue structures and entering the blood stream. HXe MRI therefore provides unique
opportunities for functional lung imaging of gas exchange which occurs from alveolar air spaces
across the air-blood boundary into parenchymal tissue. However challenges in acquisition speed
and signal-to-noise ratio have limited the development of a HXe imaging biomarker to diagnose
lung disease.
This thesis addresses these challenges by introducing parallel imaging to HXe MRI. Parallel
imaging requires dedicated hardware. This work describes design, implementation, and charac-
terization of a 32-channel phased-array chest receive coil with an integrated asymmetric birdcage
transmit coil tuned to the HXe resonance on a 3 Tesla MRI system.
Using the newly developed human chest coil, a functional HXe imaging method, multiple ex-
change time xenon magnetization transfer contrast (MXTC) is implemented. MXTC dynamically
encodes HXe gas exchange into the image contrast. This permits two parameters to be derived re-
gionally which are related to gas-exchange functionality by characterizing tissue-to-alveolar-volume
ratio and alveolar wall thickness in the lung parenchyma. Initial results in healthy subjects demon-
strate the sensitivity of MXTC by quantifying the subtle changes in lung microstructure in response
xiv
to orientation and lung inflation. Our results in subjects with lung disease show that the MXTC-
derived functional tissue density parameter exhibits excellent agreement with established imaging
techniques. The newly developed dynamic parameter, which characterizes the alveolar wall, was
elevated in subjects with lung disease, most likely indicating parenchymal inflammation. In light
of these observations we believe that MXTC has potential as a biomarker for the regional quan-
tification of 1) emphysematous tissue destruction in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (using
the tissue density parameter) and 2) parenchymal inflammation or thickening (using the wall thick-
ness parameter). By simultaneously quantifying two lung function parameters, MXTC provides a
more comprehensive picture of lung microstructure than existing lung imaging techniques and could





Pulmonary disease is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. For example, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health report that chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the fourth
leading cause of death in the US [I]. It is well established that smoking is the major cause of
COPD. However, the exact biological pathway that leads to COPD pathogenesis is uncertain. No
single theory seems to encompass all features of COPD and no approach yet has led to a reduction
in COPD prevalence or morbidity. Inflammation of airways and parenchyma are consistent findings
in COPD. However, the connection between COPD and inflammation is complex [2]. Treatment
options for COPD are relatively limited, the most effective being smoking cessation. New experi-
mental tools and techniques are critically needed to diagnose lung diseases early, to study the disease
pathogenesis in order to develop new treatments and to monitor effectiveness of these treatments.
Lung imaging can provide regional information about lung structure and function. An excellent
representation of lung structure is obtained using computed tomography (CT). New technical de-
velopments continue to improve the resolution of CT with the goal to increase sensitivity to detect
pathological remodeling of structure. Lung scintigraphy is the only clinically available method to
image lung function. However, resolution in scintigraphy is low.
For the diagnosis of lung disease information of lung function is essential. Even though high
resolution structural CT scans are available, in clinical practice physicians tend to rely on clinical
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history and pulmonary function tests (PFTs) to assess lung function impairment. However, PFTs
provide only global information, a single lung function value represents the whole lung. Adding
spatial information can improve sensitivity and specificity of lung function measures. Lung func-
tion parameters derived from imaging can be more sensitive biomarkers for the early diagnosis of
disease, for disease progression monitoring, and to reduce the time to market for newly developed
drugs.
Since the early 90s, hyperpolarized noble gases 3He (HHe) and 129Xe (HXe) have been in-
vestigated as non-invasive contrast agents for lung magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [3] [4] [5].
A variety of acquisition protocols were developed to study several aspects of lung structure and
function in lung disease patients. Spin density imaging was shown to depict ventilation defects in
asthma [6], COPD [4] and cystic fibrosis [7]. Diffusion methods showed regional septal wall de-
struction in COPD patients with emphysema1 [8] [9] and early changes in asymptomatic smokers
[1O]. Through modelling quantitative estimates of alveolar size were obtained [H]. Mapping of
partial oxygen pressure is related to gas exchange impairment [12] [13].
A fundamental difference between HXe and HHe is that HXe dissolves in lung tissues with a
partition coefficient of ~ 0.1 [14]. Upon inhalation HXe follows the functional pathway of oxy-
gen exchange in the lung by diffusing from the alveolar air space across the air-blood barrier into
parenchymal tissues and entering pulmonary blood flow. In the dissolved phase HXe experiences
a shift in its nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) frequency [15] [16], which allows to distinguish
gas phase and dissolved phase xenon magnetization in MRI. In animal studies spectroscopy2 [17]
and imaging [18] of the dissolved phase was shown. The HXe gas exchange process was studied
dynamically in spectroscopy [19]. Modelling of HXe diffusion across the alveolar-blood barrier
'Emphysema is a pathological condition of the lung microstructure characterized by the destruction of septal walls
which provide the surface area for gas exchange.
2NMR spectroscopy obtains whole lung information without spatial encoding. Spatial encoding in MRI requires
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to obtain information from smaller samples.
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enabled the quantification of gas-exchange parameters such as surface to volume ratio [20], alveolar
wall thickness, pulmonary perfusion [21] and diffusion capacity [22]. Also in human studies dy-
namic spectroscopy [23] and very recently direct imaging of HXe in the dissolved phase [24] [25]
were demonstrated. However, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low in imaging methods directly
interrogating the dissolved phase HXe magnetization (since the dissolved phase magnetization is
only ~2% of gas phase magnetization). This drove development of an indirect acquisition method
called xenon polarization transfer contrast (XTC) [23] [26] [27] [28]. In XTC, HXe is imaged in
the gas phase while image contrast stems from HXe exchange with the dissolved phase.
To summarize, pulmonary function tests of the future will be derived from imaging techniques
and hyperpolarized 129Xe MRI has the potential to significantly contribute to achieving this goal.
1.2 Problem Definition
Ample technical challenges in HXe production and imaging have until recently prevented the tech-
nique from providing high quality lung images. But recent advances in 129Xe hyperpolarization
methods [29] opened the door for new developments. Higher polarization levels increase the amount
of available magnetization to be used for image encoding. Thus higher resolution images can be
obtained and new contrast mechanisms can be explored. However, encoding additional informa-
tion presents new challenges in particular requiring longer acquisition times. HXe lung imaging is
typically performed during a fixed time frame while the patient holds his breath (10 - 15 s). This
presents an upper limit to the total acquisition time. Moreover the magnetization of hyperpolarized
contrast agents is in a non-equilibrium state which decays irrevocably during the course of image
acquisition. Therefore speeding up the time required for image encoding is inevitably linked to
advancements in functional HXe imaging.
Parallel imaging refers to image reconstruction methods developed during the late 90s for con-
ventional proton MRI to speed up the image acquisition by recording the image signal in parallel,
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using multiple receivers. Today parallel imaging is a clinical standard to accelerate or improve
image resolution in most MRI acquisition protocols. However, for the implementation of parallel
imaging dedicated hardware is required, specifically multi-channel receive array coils3.
Having the ability of faster acquisition, new contrast mechanisms to encode lung function pa-
rameters can be explored. In particular the ability of HXe to dissolve in lung tissue offers opportu-
nities to obtain functional image contrast related to gas exchange in the lung. However, low SNR
has limited techniques directly interrogating HXe in the dissolved phase to either spectroscopical
or low resolution implementations. For the indirect method XTC, several gas phase acquisitions are
required (before and after contrast encoding and for normalization), which proportionally length-
ens the total acquisition time. Thus only single exchange time encoding was demonstrated in XTC
imaging, while encoding of multiple exchange times was limited to spectroscopy.
1.3 Objectives
In this thesis I describe my work addressing the need to accelerate image acquisitions by developing
a human chest coil to support parallel imaging for HXe. I further describe the development and
initial evaluation of a new functional imaging biomarker to characterize septal wall destruction and
septal wall thickness in the lung parenchyma. This constitutes the two objectives of this thesis as
follows:
1. Development of a multi-channel receive array coil for parallel imaging with HXe to address
the need to accelerate image acquisitions.
A 32-channel phased-array receiver coil enables acceleration factors up to four for 2D image
acquisitions and up to eight for 3D image acquisitions. Due to the unique properties of the
non-equilibrium state of the hyperpolarized magnetization, image accelerations do not result
3A radio frequency (RF) coil is a resonant device used to transmit and receive the MRI signal.
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in SNR penalties as is the case for conventional proton parallel imaging. In contrast, due to
the superior sensitivity of the surface coil receive elements, SNR is expected to be increased
compared to previously available volume coils. An integrated asymmetric birdcage transmit
coil provides superior signal excitation homogeneity. This is important to make efficient use
of the available hyperpolarized magnetization as well as to prevent systematic errors in image
contrast caused by a non-uniform signal excitation. With the use of a multi-channel array
coil with integrated transmit coil, image acquisition speed as well as image quality can be
significantly improved.
2. Development and initial evaluation of a new functional imaging biomarker to characterize
septal wall destruction and septal wall thickening.
In the lung, HXe is in dynamic exchange between alveolar air spaces and parenchymal tis-
sue structures. A novel acquisition scheme called multiple exchange time xenon polarization
transfer contrast (MXTC) is developed. Encoding the time course of the HXe diffusion pro-
cess allows extraction of two physiologically relevant parameters: 1) the tissue-to-alveolar-
volume ratio and 2) the average septal wall thickness. The regional dependence of these two
parameters is explored in healthy human subjects and subjects with lung disease. The two pa-
rameters have potential as a functional biomarker for emphysematous tissue destruction and
regional parenchymal inflammation, respectively.
1.4 Organization
In the following the outline of the remaining chapters in this thesis is summarized:
• Chapter 2: This chapter provides background information. First, an introduction to the phys-
iology of the lung describes concepts in structure and function. Gas exchange is introduced
as the main function of the lung. Further, lung function tests, obstructive and restrictive lung
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diseases, and clinically available imaging modalities are discussed. In the second part of this
chapter key concepts in MRI are explained. After some background on spin physics, image
encoding is presented. Hyperpolarized gas imaging is introduced as a specialization in MRI
and characteristics and image protocols unique to hyperpolarized gas imaging are discussed.
Finally an overview of parallel imaging methods is given.
• Chapter 3: The design and manufacturing process of a 32-channel phased-array receive coil
with integrated asymmetric birdcage transmit coil tuned to the NMR resonance frequency of
129Xe at a 3T MRI system is described. First some background on RF coils is given focusing
on surface coil receivers, array design and birdcage transmit coils. In the method section coil
design manufacturing processes are described. In the results section, bench testing results
of coil electronics are given and parallel imaging performance is evaluated. High resolution
images of HXe spin density in healthy subjects and subjects with lung disease acquired with
the new HXe chest coil are shown.
• Chapter 4: Theory and implementation of a novel HXe imaging technique, Multiple ex-
change time Xenon polarization Transfer Contrast (MXTC) is described. In the theory sec-
tion a ID diffusion model is introduced which yields a fitting equation for HXe gas exchange
imaging data. The methods section describes study setup, imaging protocols and methods for
data analysis and statistical evaluation. Results demonstrate the sensitivity of the technique
by quantifying the well known effects of gravity induced lung microstructure deformation in
rabbits and healthy human volunteers while in the supine imaging position. Further, studies in
subjects with lung disease show that MXTC is able to depict tissue destruction in emphysema
as well as increased septal wall thickness potentially related to inflammation in subjects with
obstructive lung disease.
6
• Chapter 5: This chapter summarizes the results of this work, names potential applications





The main function of the lung is the exchange of oxygen from inspired air to the pulmonary blood
flow and vice versa for carbon dioxide. The performance of the lung as a gas exchanger is deter-
mined by its structural design. In the following the structural design of the lung, key concepts of
gas exchange, pulmonary function testing, obstructive and restrictive diseases and imaging methods
to diagnose lung disease are described.
2.1.1 Structure
In order to support efficient gas exchange, the surface area where blood and air are in contact is
enormous (~ 100 m2, Table 2.1). Providing this surface area within a lung volume of only a few
liters requires a sophisticated structure. Three tree structures, the bronchial tree for air flow, the
arterial and the venous trees for blood flow, spatially coincide throughout most of the lung. The
bronchial tree is a progressively branching structure which consists of 23 generations, where the
first 14 generations are conducting airways while gas exchange takes place in the last 8 generations,
called the acinar airways [30]. Having a closer look at the branching pattern of the bronchial tree, it
is observed that the ratio of length scales from one generation to the next is constant:
^tI= const = ? (2.1)In
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Figure 2-1: Resin cast of human lung and fractal tree of Mandelbrot. The bronchial tree (a, in
yellow) exhibits a branching structure characteristic for fractal trees (b). The structure is space filling
in order to maximize the surface area available for gas exchange. For the left lung arterial and venous
tree are colored in red and blue (a), (a) adapted from http://www.european-lung-foundation.org and
(b) from [31].
It can be shown that in order to create a 3D space filling tree, the foiiowing condition has to be
fulfilled:
?3 = 1/2, ^ ? = 0.79 (2.2)
Not only for the branching pattern, also for the airway diameter Eq. 2.2 was found to be realized
in the lung [32]. According to the Hess-Murray law [33] [34] a tube system designed according
to Eq. 2.2 minimizes work to overcome flow resistance by keeping the dead space volume at a
minimum. In the human lung it was shown experimentally that ? = const « 0.85 [35]. The fact
that ? in the lung is very close but slightly larger than the optimum condition means that the airway
volume is larger than necessary and flow resistance drops gradually with generation - a safety factor
in the design.
Beginning at generation 15, alveoli which provide the gas exchanging surface, are bulging out
from the airway 2-2a). In total ~ 300 million alveoli are found in the human lung. The diameter
1A fractal is "a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be split into parts, each of which is (at least approxi-
mately) a reduced-size copy of the whole" [3 1]
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of an alveolus is ~ 100 - 300 /vm with an average alveolar wall thickness of 5-8 µt?. The septa2
contain capillaries (~ 10 µt? thick) which are separated from the alveolar air space by the air-blood
barrier (~ 1 µt?, Table 2.1) which contains layers of epithilium, interstitium and endothilium (Fig.
2-2b). In order to support the delicate parenchymal structure a stress bearing fiber system consisting
mainly of collagen and elastin is woven into the septa.
Figure 2-2: Scanning electron micrograph of human lung parenchyma septa. Alveolar duct sur-
rounded by alveoli, which are separated by thin septa (a). Alveolar capillary bounded by endothelial
cell sits in alveolar septum lined by type 1 epithelial cells on both sides. Note thin tissue barrier on
top and slightly thicker barrier with some connective fibers and fibroblasts at bottom (b). Adapted
from [36]
Lung morphometric data mean ± SE




4340 ± 285 ml
130 ± 12m2
115 ± 12 m2
194 ± 30 ml
Tissue barrier harmonic mean thickness 0.62 ± 0.04 µt?
Total barrier harmonic mean thickness 1.11 ± 0. 1 µt?
Diffusing capacity DL0I 158 ml/min/mm Hg
Table 2.1: Morphometric data for healthy adult lung. Adapted from [36], data from [37] and [38].
2septum/a, a wall dividing a structure into smaller ones
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2.1.2 Gas Exchange
Gas exchange is driven by diffusion. Fick's law of diffusion states that the rate of gas transfer is
proportional to the surface area S, the gas partial pressure difference between the two compartments
(Pi —Pi), and inversely proportional to the air-blood barrier thickness h [39]:
Vgas~S-.D. (Pi-P2), with D=Jg= (2.3)
The diffusion constant D depends on gas solubility Sol and molecular weight MW.
At rest, gas transfer rates are Vcoi= 200 ml/min for carbon-dioxide and Voi= 250 ml/min for
oxygen. The metabolic scope (???,??a?/Voidest) for human is about 10 - 12, whereas e.g. for a
horse it is 25. The highly optimized structural design of the lung discussed in the previous section
supports such high demands on gas exchange capability.
The time required for the RBC (red blood cell) to pass through the capillaries before leaving
the gas exchange region is 750 ms. In less than 1 ms oxygen traverses the air-blood barrier and in
about 250 ms the partial pressure of oxygen in the blood virtually reaches that of alveolar gas. As
a result, gas exchange in the lung is perfusion limited and not diffusion limited. Only during heavy
exercise, where due to increased perfusion the capillary transmit time might be only 250 ms, or
in lung disease patients, where a thickening of the air-blood barrier occurs, gas exchange becomes
diffusion limited.
2.1.3 Pulmonary Function Tests
The clinical diagnosis for most lung diseases relies primarily on clinical history and global assess-
ment of lung function provided by pulmonary function tests (PFTs). Spirometry is the most common
PFT used to determine relative lung volumes (Fig. 2-3a) by recording a flow volume curve (Fig.
2-3b).









Figure 2-3: Spirometry. Lung volumes and capacities: IRV = inspiratory reserve volume, TV =
tidal volume, FRC = functional residual capacity, ERV = expiratory reserve volume, RV = residual
volume, IC = inspiratory capacity, VC = vital capacity, TLC = total lung capacity (a). Flow-volume
curve, which measures FVC (forced volume vital capacity) and FEVl (forced expiratory volume
within one second) (b). Shape of the flow-volume curves in obstructive and restrictive disease, note
the typical scoop-shape in obstructive disease (c).
by maximum flow expiration. The clinically most used parameters derived from spirometry are
FEVl which is the forced expiratory volume within the first second and the ratio of FEV1/FVC
(FEVl divided by the Forced volume Vital Capacity).
Spirometry only provides relative lung volumes. In order to measure absolute lung volumes
either a method based on He dilution or a body Plethysmograph is used. Other PFTs assess the
inequality of ventilation (using single breath nitrogen), alveolar-arterial p02 difference, diffusing
capacity for CO, airway resistance, lung compliance (using an esophageal balloon), the ventilatory
response to C02 and hypoxia, or the patient's response to exercise.
However even though PFTs are able to characterize essential lung functionality, results are av-
eraged over the whole lung. This potentially limits their sensitivity to detect lung disease early,
monitor disease progression and response to therapy.
2.1.4 Obstructive and Restrictive Lung Disease
Non cancer, non infectous pneumonia lung diseases can be grouped in two classes: obstructive
and restrictive disease. Obstructive diseases are characterized by increased resistance to airflow
secondary to airway obstruction. The class of obstructive diseases includes asthma and COPD.
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Asthma is characterized by the contraction of airways during an attack in response to various stim-
uli. A thickening of conducting airway walls between 50 and 300 % of normal is observed [40].
Research suggests that airway hyperresponsiveness is a consequence of airway inflammation [41].
Both, asthma and COPD are characterized by inflammation. However whereas in asthma conducting
airways are affected, in COPD the destruction of lung parenchymal tissue can lead to emphysema.
In COPD one distinguishes two types: Type A with emphysema and Type B with chronic bronchi-
tis. Emphysema is defined as a pathological condition of lung microstructure which is characterized
by an "[...] abnormal and permanent enlargement of air spaces distal to the terminal bronchiole,
accompanied by the destruction of their walls [...]" [42]. As a result, the surface area available for
gas exchange is reduced. Further, the parenchymal structure loses elasticity. A patient with COPD
type A typically has problems with expiration due to collapsing airways. Because of accompany-
ing symptoms, Type A is sometimes called "pink puffer". The second type, type B has chronic
bronchitis, which is characterized as excessive mucus production in the bronchial tree [41]. Type B
typically is chronically hypoxic and often coughing and is sometimes called "blue bloater".
Smoking is the main cause of COPD however not all smokers develop clinically significant
COPD. This suggests that genetic risk factors play a role for the individual's risk to develop COPD.
No medication yet exists to modify long-term decline of lung function in COPD [I].
In spirometry, obstructive diseases are characterized by a reduced FEVl. The decreased FEVl
primarily results from inflammation and narrowing of peripheral airways. In severe emphysema
dynamic airway collapse can further contribute to a decrease in FEVl. The global initiative for
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (GOLD) distinguishes four stages of COPD severity based
on Spirometrie indices (Table 2.2) [I].
In restrictive disease lung expansion is restricted because of pathological alterations in the lung
parenchyma or because of disease of the chest wall [41]. For example the principal feature in diffuse
interstitial pulmonary fibrosis (also termed idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis or IPF) is the thickening
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of the interstitium of the alveolar wall. Restrictive diseases exhibit reduced lung compliance which
is characterized in spirometry by a reduced VC and reduced FEVl while FEV1/FVC is normal.
Stage FEV1/FVC FEVl [% predicted]
I < 0.7 > 80
? <0.7 50>80
III <0.7 30>50
IV < 0.7 < 30
Table 2.2: COPD GOLD stage classification. Adapted from [I].
2.1.5 Lung Imaging
Diagnostic radiology uses imaging techniques such as chest radiography and computed tomogra-
phy (CT) to depict lung structure. However even though CT provides excellent representation of
structure, clinicians tend to rely on clinical symptoms and measures of lung function. Thus the
investigation of structure-function relationships, i.e. how structural pathology detected using imag-
ing correlates with global PFT indices, is an active area of research. Imaging data is analyzed to
quantify structural pathology and to define thresholds between disease and normal physiological
variation. This is important because subject age, inflation lung volume and subject posture during
imaging have an effect on lung microstructure and thus have to be taken into account.
CT is the gold standard for imaging pulmonary structure. CT scans are obtained to depict a va-
riety of lung diseases including pulmonary embolism, fibrosis, bronchial wall thickening in asthma
and COPD. The contrast in CT is based on X-ray attenuation which corresponds to tissue density.
Attenuation values are converted to Hounsfield units (HU), a scale ranging from -1000 (attenuation
of air) to 3000, where the value 0 corresponds to water attenuation. Emphysematous tissue destruc-
tion is characterized by pixels with low HU. Gevenois et al found that a relative area occupied by
pixels with values less than -950 HU correlated statistically significant with the macroscopic ex-
tent of emphysema on ex vivo whole lung sections [43]. Coxson et al compared CT measurements
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with stereological3 estimates of surface area to obtain a formal relationship which allowed them
to predict lung surface area from CT attenuation values [44]. Even though CT is widely used, the
radiation dose accompanying each acquisition can be significant. This limits application in young
patients or frequent use for treatment monitoring.
Functional lung imaging is obtained using nuclear medicine. Image contrast is derived from
photon detection after the radioactive decay of an injected or inhaled tracer (e.g. single photon emis-
sion, SPECT). Lung scintigraphy uses radionucleids such as the noble gases 133-Xenon and Sim-
Krypton or the tracer 99m-Technetium to depict ventilation, perfusion and ventilation/perfusion
ratio (V/Q-ratio). However spatial resolution in lung scintigraphy is very low.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can also provide functional information and has higher res-
olution compared to lung scintigraphy. But conventional proton MRI of the lung is challenging
due to the low proton density in the lung. Moreover susceptibility gradients caused by numerous
air-tissue interfaces cause rapid signal decoherence (see chapter 2.2.3). However using ultra-short-
time-to-echo (UTE) acquisition methods, the imaging ofparenchymal tissue density is possible [45].
Perfusion can be depicted using fast acquisition sequences [46] or arterial spin labeling (ASL, a spin
tagging method). The clinical standard for MRI perfusion scanning uses intravenous injection of a
contrast agent (gadolinium chelate). The paramagnetic contrast agent decreases T\ relaxation4 of
tissues to which the gadolinium has access. In oxygen enhanced MRI, paramagnetic oxygen is used
as a non-invasive contrast agent to depict ?\ shortening in ventilated regions [47]. Furthermore, the
T\ contrast of lung parenchyma reflects oxygen uptake and gas transfer into lung tissue and capil-
laries. A very recently presented MRI technique uses Fourier decomposition to obtain frequency
components corresponding to respiratory and cardiac motion in the MRI data which were acquired
3Stereology is an interdisciplinary field that is largely concerned with the three-dimensional interpretation of planar
sections of materials or tissues.
4The G? relaxation time constant can serve as image contrast in appropriately designed MRI acquisitions (G? -weighted
acquisitions), see chapter 2.2.3
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over several minutes [48]. The data in the respiratory frequency component correspond to ventila-
tion, whereas the cardiac motion frequency component data correspond to perfusion. Thus during a
free breathing MRI scan without any contrast agent a ventilation-perfusion map can be obtained.
2.2 Concepts in Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI is a non-invasive imaging modality which is widely used to obtain a variety of diagnostic
information in hospitals around the world. Images exhibit excellent and versatile soft tissue contrast.
Image acquisition does not involve ionizing radiation as is the case in CT or nuclear medicine. MRI
is also a very active area for basic and translational research focussing around the development
of new contrast mechanisms and faster imaging methods to improve diagnostic capability as well
as to tackle fundamental questions in physiology. MRI offers possibilités beyond the depiction
of structure. Examples of functional MR include maps of perfusion in MR angiography (MRA),
measurements of brain activity in functional MRI (fMRI) or characterization of tissue chemical
composition in spectroscopy. In the following section spin physics and image encoding in MRI is
described.
2.2.1 Spins and Magnetization
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a phenomenon exhibited by certain atomic nuclei which
exhibit nuclear spin 1/2. Proton is a spin 1/2 nucleus, which due to its high abundance in the
human body is the most commonly imaged nucleus in MRI. Other nuclei used in specialized MRI
applications include 13C, 15N, 19F, 31P and the noble gases 3He and 129Xe .
A non-zero nuclear spin is associated with a magnetic moment µ:
P = JS (2.4)
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where ? is the gyromagnetic ratio, which is characteristic for the nucleus and plays an important
role in its relative NMR sensitivity. Both, direction and magnitude of the magnetic moment are
quantized:
µ?=?3?=??? with -S<m<S (2.5)
where m is the spin quantum number for the z-component, H is Planck's constant divided by 2p.
For a spin 1/2 nucleus there are two possible spin states corresponding to m = - 1/2 and m = + 1/2.
These states are degenerate hence they will be equally populated at thermal equilibrium. However
if an external magnetic field Bq is applied, the interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment
and the external field will cause the energy levels of the magnetic moment to split:
E= µ- B0 = -µ??0 = -JmHB0 (2.6)
Here the alignment of B0 is chosen to be along the z-direction. This phenomenon of energy level
splitting is called the Zeeman effect. The energy difference between the two states is proportional
to the applied field Bq and the intrinsic magnetic properties of the nucleus ?:
AE = JhB0 = h(ùQ. (2.7)
According to the Boltzmann distribution, there is a small excess of spins in the lower energy
state which yields the polarization at thermal equilibrium:
l + e-fino/kT ~ 2kT
Multiplying the spin excess in the lower energy state with the proton magnetic moment yh/2
and the spin density po yields the magnetization of an NMR sample:
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2.2.2 Signal and Noise
Even at the high field strengths used in NMR and MRI (few Tesla) the thermal polarization is very
small (on the order of 1O-5 at IT and room temperature). In 1946 Bloch and Purcell independently
developed a resonance approach for the detection of the NMR signal [49] [50]. Applying electro-
magnetic radiation corresponding to the frequency of the energy level splitting will cause transitions
(absorption and emission) between the energy levels. In the classical picture this corresponds to a
tilt of the magnetization vector away from its longitudinal alignment and subsequent precession
around the external field direction:
^=YMxB0 (2.10)at
The solution of Eq. 2.10 for the precessing transverse components is given by:
M±(t) = Mx{t) + iMy(f) = M0e-iaot+m (2.1 1)
The spin precession frequency COo is given by Eq. 2.7. The "Larmor equation" relates the applied
external field strength to the spin precession frequency:
(UO = IB0 (2.12)
At typical experimental field strengths used in NMR and MRI (few Tesla) the frequency of
nuclear precession Coo is in the radio-frequency (RF) range (MHz).
In an NMR experiment an RF coil is used to excite the sample by applying resonant RF radiation
as well as to receive the signal from the precessing magnetization. A changing magnetic field
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within the sensitive area of a coil will cause a signal (electromotive force emf) to be induced. This
phenomenon is called Faraday induction:
emf = ~<t>, with $>=¡BdS (2.13)at J
For the magnetic flux F, the integral is applied to the sensitive area S of the RF coil. Using
vector identities and partial integration yields the following form for the emf:
emf = -L f d3rMBr°c ^V5 CO0 M0 (2.14)dt Jsample 'r
where Br/lr is the receive coil magnetic field generated per unit current, V5 is the sample volume.
On a conceptual level this equation is referred to as the "principle of reciprocity" [51] [52], which
states that the flux through the detection coil due to the magnetization of the NMR sample equals
the flux that would be generated by the RF coil per unit current through the magnetization.
For a given RF coil sensitivity, inserting Eq. 2.9 into Eq. 2.14 yields the signal dependence
Socpo-P-f-Bo (2.15)
In MRI two sources of noise are relevant: electronic noise in the coil and noise from the biolog-
ical sample. At low fields noise is dominated by Johnson noise, which is electronic noise generated
by the thermal agitation of charge carriers and due to the RF skin depth effect depends weakly on
frequency (resistance R <? ?1 12 ) :
^electronic = y/AknT -R-BW «* ?1/4 « (?ß0)1/4 (2.16)
where kß is the Boltzmann constant, T is the coil temperature and BW is the bandwidth. On the
other hand, at high fields and/or large samples, the main source of noise is the sample. Coupling
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between RF coil and the weakly conducting sample is inductive which has linear field dependence:
Nsampie^ (U^jB0 (2.17)
For the two cases, SNR exhibits the following dependence on the external field Bo:
low field: SNR « ?7/4?^/4 · P (2. 1 8a)
high field: SNR oc ? . ? (2. 1 8b)
The thermal equilibrium polarization P is proportional to ?#? (Eq. 2.8). Therefore SNR in the
sample dominated regime (Eq. 2. 1 8b) is proportional to the applied external field. This is the reason
for the continuous quest for higher field strengths in MRI scanners despite the technical challenges
at high fields5.
2.2.3 Relaxation
The precessing spins experience two mechanisms of relaxation: 1) "spin-lattice" relaxation char-
acterized by time constant T\ and 2) "spin-spin" relaxation characterized by time constant T2 (Fig.
2-4).
Ti -relaxation
The interaction of the spin with its surrounding will cause the spin to return to its equilibrium state,
i.e. to align with the external field (Fig. 2-4b). This is called "spin-lattice" or T\ -relaxation:
5In hospitals 1.5T systems are more and more replaced by 3T systems. At several research sites whole body 7T
MRI scanners are being tested. Challenges at high fields due to the high NMR precession frequency (~300 MHz at 7T)
are faced in RF coil design as well as transmit field homogeneity as wavelength effects become important. Further the
increased specific absorption rate (SAR) at high RF frequencies can cause heating of biological tissue - a safety concern




Figure 2-4: Relaxation mechanisms. Following a RF pulse which tips the magnetization vector
away from the longitudinal alignment into the transverse plane, spins start precessing around the
Mz-direction (a). Two mechanisms of relaxation occur. The longitudinal magnetization recovers
with a characteristic time constant T\ (b). The transverse magnetization decays with a characteristic
time constant Ti (c).
Mz{t) =Mz(0)e-l/Tl +M0 (l -eG'/G?) (2.19)
At long times the spin will return to its equilibrium state Mz(t —> oo) = Mo given by Eq. 2.9. The
length of T\ is important for imaging applications since once the sample is excited and the signal is
acquired, G? is the time constant with which spins will align again with Bq in order to be available
for the next acquisition. Therefore G? is crucial to determine the total imaging time.
T2-relaxation
The loss of transverse magnetization due to the dephasing of spins occurs with a time constant G2
(Fig. 2-4c):
M±(t)=M±(0)e-t/T2 (2.20)
Additional decoherence is caused by the distribution of frequencies secondary to local field
inhomogeneities AB yielding the effective decay rate T2*:
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-I = I + -I. (2.21)G2* T2 2yAB ? '
The T2* effect is caused either by field inhomogeneities in the external field and/or by susceptibil-
ity effects6 inside the sample (e.g. air-tissue interfaces in the lung). The external field contribution
can be corrected by rephasing the magnetization by creating a "spin-echo" during signal acquisition.
Relaxation times T\ and T2 for different biological tissues are given in Table 2.3. Because these
two relaxation times are characteristic for different tissues they form the basis for contrast generation
in most MRI applications. T2 is always shorter than T\ for a given tissue. Depending on image
contrast, one distinguishes between T\ -weighted, ^-weighted and proton density weighted images.
Other contrast mechanisms include in vivo disturbances in the field homogeneity, e.g. caused by the
paramagnetic blood (T2* -weighted or susceptibility weighted imaging), flow or diffusion.
Tissue 7] [ms] T2 [ms] T2* [ms]
gray matter 950 100
white matter 600 80
muscle 900 50
cerebrospinal fluid 4500 2200
fat 250 60
blood 1200 100-200
lung parenchyma 1200-1300" 790* 1-5C
Table 2.3: Representative relaxation times T\ and T2 for hydrogen components of different human
body tissues at JS0 = 1.5 T and 37 0C. If not indicated otherwise, adapted from [53]; a[54]; fc[55];
c[56]
2.2.4 Bloch Equations
Combining spin precession (Eq. 2.10) and relaxation mechanisms yields the equations of motions
for spins in an NMR sample located in an external field. These empirical vector equations are called
6Inhomogeneity in the biological sample gives rise to susceptibility gradients ?? which cause field inhomogeneities
?? = ??·ß0
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Image acquisition in MRI can be understood as a three step process consisting of excitation, image
encoding and signal reception. In terms of hardware components, the MRI scanner provides the
longitudinal Bq field and an RF coil applies RF radiation to the sample during excitation and later
receives the signal from the precessing spins. Linear field gradients applied by a gradient coil are
responsible for image encoding. The interplay of RF radiation pulses and gradient pulses over the







Figure 2-5: Pulse sequence schematic. This example shows a 2D-gradient echo sequence. Shown
are image excitation with an RF pulse and slice selection by gradient G1, phase encoding (2D
encoding) by gradient Gy and readout by gradient Gx. Since gradients are balanced, a signal echo
occurs during readout. The characteristic time to the echo is called "echo time" (TE). The sequence
shown encodes one row in k-space. In order to fill the 2nd dimension of the k-space matrix, the
sequence has to be repeated with varying phase-encoding gradients. The time between sequential
excitation pulses is called "repetition time" (TR). In order to cover the 3rd dimension, various slices
have to be encoded. Therefore the total imaging time is the product of slice number, phase encoding
number (resolution in the second dimension) and TR.
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Excitation
Excitation refers to the process of applying a resonant RF field (B \ field) to the sample ("RF pulse").
In the classical picture this results in a rotation of the magnetization vector away from its longitudi-
nal alignment. The tip angle a is given by the time integral over the field amplitude B\ :
a = ? f IB1(I)]CIt (2.23)Jo
The resulting transverse components of the magnetization vector will start precessing around
the Bq direction with the NMR frequency given by Eq. 2.7.
Imaging
In order to encode spatial information into the signal, linear gradients are applied across the sample
region of interest in superposition to the holding field Bq. Thus the precession frequency of spins in
the sample will depend on their relative position within the field gradient:
(J)[Xi) = J(B0 + GXi- X1), with Gx1 = -^ J Xi=x,y,z (2-24)
Note that the field gradients refer to a variation of the Bz-component along the x, y or z-direction.
By definition, one distinguishes slice selection gradients along the z-direction, phase encoding gra-
dients along the j-direction and readout gradients along the x-direction. First, the slice selection gra-
dient is applied during spin excitation. The bandwidth of the RF pulse (determined by the Fourier
transform of the B\ field amplitude) will select a sample slice of spins, which have resonant fre-
quencies within the bandwidth of the RF pulse. Subsequently the phase encoding gradient pulse is
applied in order to encode additional phase into the spin precession. The magnitude of the additional
phase depends on the spin location in the v-direction. Finally, the readout gradient is applied along
the ^-direction while the signal is sampled. Since the field gradients will cause the spins to dephase,
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in a gradient echo pulse sequence gradients are "balanced". A gradient in the reversed direction
with equal time amplitude-area is applied in order to compensate for the spin dephasing caused by
the imaging gradient. As a result a signal-echo will occur during read-out (see Fig. 2-5)7.
During the application of an arbitrary gradient, the signal originating in spins at a time t can be
written as:
5(f) oc U(I) . e-i&röd'VtA'jz (225)
Here p(jc) is the spin density at location ? and G(t) is the applied gradient. Using the following
simplification
k(t)= ?\?(?')??' (2.26)Jo
Eq. 2.25 can be written as:
S(k)= fp(x)-e~ik*dx (2.27)
which is the Fourier transform of the spin density:
p(jc) = J- fs(k) ¦ eikSdx (2.28)2p J
Thus, an image can be calculated given that the spin density in each location can be determined
after Fourier transform of the frequency sampled signal S(k). The two (or three-) dimensional
spectrum (S(Jc) for all Î) of the object being imaged is called "k-space" and corresponds to a matrix
of individual spatial frequencies, which are encoded using field gradients as discussed above. In an
7 Note that the described "gradient echo" in so called "gradient echo" pulse sequences does not refocus the dephasing
due to static-field inhomogeneities (see chapter 2.2.3). For that purpose a so called "spin echo" pulse sequence (not
discussed here) is used.
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experiment only a finite number of k-space samples S(fc) can be encoded. Two concepts determine
the arrangement of k-space samples. First, the Nyquist criterion relates the field of view (FOV), i.e.




Spins outside the FOV, as defined in Eq. 2.29, will lead to fold-over artifacts ("aliasing") in the
image.






There are numerous ways to fill k-space (Fig. 2-6). An encoding trajectory can be chosen
for speed, SNR or artifact tolerance. Fast trajectories encode more k-space samples with each
excitation, however the tradeoff is that this causes image blurring.
*F
H
/ I ¡ 1 \ -4
Figure 2-6: Pulse sequence examples. There are various possibilities for k-space trajectories, e.g.
cartesian (a), echo-planar imaging (EPI) (b), radial (c), spiral (d).
The SNR for a 2D image acquisition is proportional to the image voxel size, to the square root of
the number of excitations (noise averaging) and inversely proportional to the square root of receiver
bandwidth BW (noise filtering):
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SNR « Ax - Ay ¦ Ay ¦ ^Nx ¦ Ny ¦ Nrepetitions/VßW (2.31)
2.3 Hyperpolarized Gas MRI
MRI is a clinically well established imaging modality to provide structural and functional informa-
tion for most parts of the human body. However, the lung is a challenging organ to be imaged using
MRI. The reason for this is, that the MRI contrast stems from the proton spin magnetization and the
tissue fraction in the lung is only between ~ 10% at TLC [30] and ~ 40% at RV [57]. Moreover,
due to the numerous air-tissue interfaces in the lung, susceptibility gradients cause the signal to
dephase rapidly (G2* « 1-5 ms [56]).
In 1994 a paper by Albert et.al. published in Science introduced a new contrast agent to image
the lung using MRI: hyperpolarized 129Xe [3]. In the following years, structural and functional
imaging of the lung using the hyperpolarized noble gases 129Xe and 3He became an active area of
research. Using hyperpolarization methods the magnetization available for imaging is up to five
orders of magnitude higher than in the thermal equilibrium state. Hyperpolarization is obtained
using either spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP, used for 3He and 129Xe ) or metastability ex-
change (used for 3He ). In SEOP, circularly polarized laser light creates electron spin polarization
in an alkali-metal vapor (typically Rubidium). This process is called "optical pumping". The elec-
tron spin polarization of the alkali atom is transferred to the noble gas nucleus via collisional spin
exchange. In metastability exchange, metastable atoms in a low pressure system are created using
radio frequency (RF) discharge. Subsequent optical pumping and collisional spin exchange polarize
3He nuclei.
Because the polarization in hyperpolarized gas application is generated externally, polarization
is independent of field strength. Thus, considering Eq. 2.18b, SNR in the sample dominated regime
is independent of field strength. This lead several groups to develop low field (< IT) hyperpolar-
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ized gas imaging. However most of these low field MRI scanners have inferior field homogeneity
compared to clinically used high field scanners. Moreover at low fields the coupling to the sample
is weak and noise from the coil dominates. As a result low field imaging has not reached the quality
of hyperpolarized gas imaging at clinical field strengths (1.5T and 3T).
Only one year after first results of HHe MRI in human lungs was demonstrated [58] [4] [59] [60],
human imaging with HXe was shown by Mugler et.al. [5]. However in the following years HHe
research lead the field of hyperpolarized gas imaging in humans while HXe was limited to animal
studies. This had two reasons: First, hyperpolarization methods for HHe were more advanced
and hyperpolarization levels and production rates were higher for HHe than for HXe. Second,
because the gyromagnetic ratio for 3He is by a factor 2.75 higher than for 129Xe (Table 2.4), SNR
is higher. Recently however there is increased interest in HXe human imaging. Due to the critical
shortage of 3He supplies8 it seems 129Xe is the only alternative for cost-effective large scale clinical
applications. Powered by advances in 129Xe hyperpolarization methods [61] [29], HXe imaging is
developing rapidly. Imaging protocols initially demonstrated for HHe imaging were successfully
applied using HXe and are approaching the quality of HHe images [62]. Exploiting the solubility
of 129Xe in lung tissue additional functional protocols were developed studying gas uptake and gas
exchange of HXe in the lung.
Compared to conventional proton imaging, MRI using hyperpolarized gases presents unique
opportunities and challenges which are discussed in the following sections.
8Helium-3 is rare on earth. It is created as a byproduct of tritium decay. Current supplies come from the dismantling
of nuclear weapons.
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2.3.1 Characteristics of Hyperpolarized Noble Gases 3He and 129Xe
Non-Equilibrium Longitudinal Magnetization
The most distinguishing feature is that the longitudinal magnetization available for imaging is in a
non-equilibrium state. Therefore every excitation RF pulse will irrecoverably destroy a fraction of
the magnetization (proportional to Mo cos T, where ? is the excitation flip angle). Over the course
of image encoding, magnetization is continuously depleted. Typically fast gradient echo pulse se-
quences using a low flip angle (e.g. FLASH = fast low angle shot) are used for hyperpolarized gas
imaging.
Ti Relaxation
Ti relaxation in hyperpolarized gas imaging applications is much longer (~ 30s, Table 2.4) than
proton Ti in fluids and biological tissues (Table 2.3). It is important to consider that the concept
of Ti for imaging is fundamentally different for proton and hyperpolarized imaging. Whereas in
proton applications Ti determines the time constant for the recovery of longitudinal magnetization
(thermally polarized magnetization M0 given by Eq. 2.9), in hyperpolarized studies Ti determines
the decay of longitudinal magnetization (since the equilibrium thermally polarized state is much
less than the externally created hyperpolarized initial magnetization, Mz(0) » Mo).
In the lung the presence of oxygen, which is paramagnetic, alters the local fields and causes re-
laxation of hyperpolarized spins thus contributing to the Ti relaxation time. This effect is dependent
on the partial oxygen pressure and is exploited in p02 imaging (see 2.3.2).
Also for experiment planning it is important to consider Ti relaxation time. After hyperpolariza-
tion, the gas is stored in a glass vessel or in a bag to be transported to the imaging site. Ti relaxation
determines the decay of the hyperpolarized state and therefore how critical it is to dose fast. For
HHe stored in specially coated glass containers Ti can reach up to 80 hours. This was successfully
demonstrated by imaging a subject in Australia with 3He gas polarized in Germany and transported
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by air to Australia [63]. For HHe experiments a single hyperpolarized gas production site can dis-
tribute gas to several imaging centers. This concept is used in practice in Europe by the PHELINET
research network, where gas is polarized in Mainz, Germany and distributed to research centers all
over Europe. For HXe T\ is much shorter (~ 2 hours). It is therefore important to have a HXe
polarizer on site, i.e. in the hospital or at the research institution where the MRI scanner is located.
Diffusivity
The diffusion coefficients for the gases 3He and 129Xe (see Table 2.4) are orders of magnitude larger
than the proton diffusion coefficient in biological tissue. This causes signal loss due to diffusion
attenuation while imaging gradients are applied. On the other hand, the high diffusivity of hyper-
polarized gases enabled the development of ADC diffusion imaging which is capable of probing
alveolar size in the human lung (see 2.3.2).
Chemical Exchange of 129Xe
While 3He is practically insoluble in biological tissue, 129Xe is lipophilic. The partition coefficient
for 129Xe in tissues is 0.1 [14]. In addition, the large electron cloud of 129Xe interacts with the
chemical environment resulting in a range of different NMR frequencies. Thus, upon inhalation
various NMR resonances are observed corresponding to HXe in the gas phase (0 ppm), dissolved
in tissues or blood plasma (~ 198 ppm) and bound to hemoglobin (species dependent, 200 - 218
ppm) [64] [19] [65] [66]. Further, HXe atoms are in dynamic exchange between these different
compartments which has implications for imaging. For example, the effective T\ relaxation time of
the gas phase HXe magnetization is reduced due to loss of hyperpolarized spins in the gas phase
upon diffusion into tissue and blood stream. Also Ti is reduced due to spins diffusing from the gas
phase into tissues and blood, where they exhibit a different NMR resonance frequency and accu-
mulate additional phase before diffusing back to the gas phase. On the other hand, HXe exchange
occurring between alveoli and lung tissue mirrors the gas exchange of oxygen and carbon-dioxide
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which provides a unique opportunity for functional imaging.
3He 129Xe
Gyromagnetic ratio ? [???/?]a -32.4 -11.8
Abundance [%], natural a 1.37xl0~4 26
Abundance [%], enriched 86
Diffusion coefficient D [cm2/s], self* 2.05 0.062
Diffusion coefficient D [cm2/s], air* 0.86 0.14
Ostwald coefficient in lung tissue <0.01c 0.1d
Diffusion coefficient D [cm2/2],tissuee - 3.3 ? 10~6
Chemical shift range in the lung [ppm] < \f ~ 250g
T\ Relaxation Time in the lung [s] 32h 18!
T2 Relaxation Time in the lung [s] 2-3 j 0.3*
T2* Relaxation Time in the lung [ms] at 1 .5 T 28' 50m
7/2* Relaxation Time in the lung [ms] at 3T 14' 27m
Table 2.4: Properties of hyperpolarized gases 3He and 129Xe . Relaxation times were measured in
the human lung unless noted otherwise.
a [67], b [68],c [69], d [14], e [27], / [70], « [15], h [71], 'administered with 21% oxygen [72], j rat
lung [73] , * measured at 0.2 T [23], ' [74], m [75]
2.3.2 Imaging Protocols
Spin Density Imaging
Spin density imaging depicts regional ventilation in the lung (Fig. 2-7). The technique was applied
to study ventilation defects in smokers [76], asthma [6] [77], COPD [4] and CF (cystic fibrosis) [7]
patients and also in healthy elderly volunteers [78]. Dynamic ventilation imaging was used to depict
the distribution of ventilation in lung transplant patients [79] and air trapping in obstructive disease
[80].
ADC Diffusion Imaging
Diffusion encoding protocols were developed to assess parenchymal microstructure. A Stejskal-
Tanner gradient pair inserted in a gradient echo sequence measures the apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) of polarized spins. Phase accumulation due to a positive gradient lobe is exactly compen-
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Figure 2-7: HXe spin density 3D volume acquisition. Coronal, sagittal and axial image slices and
a 3D volume rendering from a single 3D HXe acquisition with isotropic 6.4 mm spatial resolution.
Images were acquired using the xenon chest coil discussed in the following chapter. Adapted from
[81]
sated by a subsequently applied negative gradient lobe for stationary spins. Depending on the gra-
dient strength and the time allowed for diffusion, spins displaced due to diffusion will not become
rephased resulting in a signal loss. The ADC derived from the diffusion attenuation is related to the
geometrical structure restricting spin diffusion. Short time scale diffusion methods were applied to
probe alveolar size and to depict regional air space enlargement due to tissue loss in emphysema
patients [82] [83] [84] as well as early changes in asymptomatic smokers [85] [10]. ADC imaging
correlated well with PFTs of global lung function [8] and with the clinically established imaging
modality for emphysema, CT [9]. Further, ADC imaging was able to depict the gravity-dependent
deformation of healthy lung tissue [86] [87] [88]. Through modelling quantitative measurements
of physiologically relevant parameters such as mean chord length (Lm) and surface-to-volume ratio
(S/V) [11] [89] [90] were obtained. To probe different length scales the range of diffusion times
was extended to very short time-scale diffusion imaging [91] as well as to long time-scale [92]
[93]. Time scale independent diffusion imaging is enabled by the acquisition of multiple diffusion
weightings ("q-space" imaging, [94]). For ADC imaging with HXe (see Fig. 2-8), it has to be taken
into account that the 129Xe diffusion coefficient is lower. Thus higher gradients have to be used to
encode the diffusion contrast [95] [96].
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mFigure 2-8: ADC diffusion imaging in a healthy subject (a) and a subject with COPD (c). Scan-
ning electron microscopy x400 from healthy mouse (b) and mouse with emphysema after smoke
exposure (d). Restricted diffusion path of 129Xe schematically shown in yellow. Mean and standard
deviation of ADC in subject with COPD (c) is increased (mean ± std = 0.061 ± 0.023) compared to
ADC in a healthy subject (mean ± std = 0.038 ± 0.013). This finding indicates increased regional
heterogeneity and increased alveolar size as expected for emphysematous septal wall destruction as
shown in (d). (b) and (d) adapted from [97]
p02 Imaging
The longitudinal relaxation time T\ depends on the partial pressure of oxygen. Therefore imag-
ing protocols that measure G? relaxation times in the lung are able to measure the regional partial
pressure of oxygen (p02). The importance of this is evident from the fact, that in regions of the dis-
eased lung, where the exchange of oxygen and carbon-dioxide in the lung is restricted, the alveolar
partial pressure of oxygen is increased [12] [98] [99] [100]. For HXe, p02 imaging was recently
demonstrated in healthy subjects [101] [72] and subjects with lung disease [102].
G2* Imaging
Susceptibility gradients at interfaces between air and lung tissue cause rapid dephasing of the trans-
verse magnetization. The time constant of this process T2* is therefore related to alveolar size [103].




129Xe Applications Involving the Dissolved Phase
Unlike HHe, HXe dissolves in parenchymal tissue structures where it experiences a chemical shift
of its resonance frequency [15] [16]. Spectroscopy of HXe in a mouse lung revealed several dis-
tinct resonance peaks at ~ 190-205 ppm [17]. Observing the signal evolution of the resonance
peaks while continuously delivering HXe, the authors assigned the three major dissolved phase
resonances to HXe dissolved in parenchymal tissue, blood and well-perfused tissue (e.g. heart and
muscle). In order to understand the temporal dynamics of HXe as it diffuses into the dissolved phase
compartments, a spectroscopical method was developed. Spectrally selective RF pulses saturate the
dissolved phase magnetization and after a delay time allowed for diffusion, the signal recovered in
the dissolved phase is recorded (Fig. 2-9). Repeating the experiment for several delay times the HXe
diffusion process can be quantified with a time constant and a plateau saturation value for the expo-
nential signal recovery function [19]. Through modelling of the HXe diffusion process, important
structural parameters of the lung parenchyma related to the gas exchange process were determined
such as S/V [20], alveolar wall thickness, capillary diffusion length, pulmonary perfusion, relative
blood volume [21] and diffusion capacity [22].
Imaging protocols which directly interrogate HXe in the dissolved phase include chemical shift
imaging (CSI) [105], xenon alveolar capillary gas transfer (XACT) [18], Dixon imaging [106].
Since HXe dissolves in the blood, within ~ 4s it is transported to the brain. Brain spectroscopy
and CSI were reported in animal studies [64] [107] and human studies [108]. Very recently two
independent studies showed direct dissolved phase imaging of HXe in the lung which were able to
depict heterogeneity in gas uptake in subjects with obstructive lung disease [24] [25] [109].
However even after long diffusion times, HXe magnetization in the dissolved phase reaches
only few percent of the gas phase magnetization. As a consequence all methods involving HXe
dissolved phase magnetization are challenged by low SNR. Therefore implementations were limited
to spectroscopy or low image resolution.
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Figure 2-9: Dynamic spectroscopy of HXe spectra in the lung. Due to diffusion of HXe atoms across
the air-blood tissue barrier, the spectroscpic signal of the dissolved phase resonances corresponding
to parenchymal tissue and blood increases with increasing delay time allowed for diffusion. Note
that the spectra are scaled according to the NMR flip angle applied (90°on dissolved phase reso-
nances, ~7°on gas phase resonance). Even at long delay times the dissolved phase magnetization
reaches only few percent of the gas phase magnetization. Thus the gas phase signal only slightly
decreases with HXe uptake in tissue and blood. Adapted from [21]
Dissolved-phaseGas-phase
xenon-129xenon-129
Figure 2-10: Direct dissolved phase imaging of a pulmonary nodule. An incidental finding in a
volunteer showing increased local perfusion on direct dissolved phase imaging. The finding was
confirmed on a proton HASTE acquisition. Adapted from [109]
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In order to obtain information about the dissolved compartment without being limited by the low
SNR of HXe in the dissolved phase, Ruppert et al developed a technique called xenon polarization
transfer contrast (XTC) [26] [27] [28]. In XTC, HXe is imaged in the gas phase, while spectrally
selective RF pulses saturate the magnetization in the dissolved phase. Allowing for a certain time
of diffusion the saturated dissolved phase spins exchange with the polarized spins from the gas
phase. Repetition of this process results in a measurable reduction of gas phase magnetization.
Taking the ratio of HXe gas phase images acquired after and before exchange contrast encoding,
yields maps weighted by xenon exchange. Since XTC maps are acquired using gas phase HXe, they
have relatively good SNR, while the contrast in the maps stems from the HXe exchange. XTC in
humans was first demonstrated by Patz et al [101] [23]. Distinguishing tissue from blood exchange
is possible using spectrally narrow saturation pulses [65] and was applied to study sickle cell disease
[HO].
To summarize, one distinguishes two classes of applications involving the dissolved phase of
HXe. While the direct interrogation of dissolved phase HXe, initially demonstrated in spectroscopi-
cal applications, can be termed "uptake" experiments, XTC-type imaging can be termed "exchange"
experiments. In uptake experiments HXe diffuses and accumulates in the dissolved phase com-
partment where it saturates in tissues, while HXe dissolved in blood is transported away from the
exchange sites in the lung parenchyma towards the heart. Thus uptake experiments involving the
blood resonance include perfusion contrast. On the other hand in exchange experiments the contrast
stems from HXe exchange between gas and dissolved phase compartments.
2.4 Parallel Imaging
In MRI the total image acquisition time is given by the number of spin excitations times the repe-
tition time (TR). The number of spin excitations is determined by the k-space matrix size which is
related to image size and resolution (Eq. 2.29 and Eq. 2.30). Thus, for a given FOV, the total ac-
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quisition time is proportional to image resolution. Advances in hardware and pulse sequence design
increase SNR and allow for higher resolution imaging which improves the diagnostic capabilities of
existing MRI techniques or even enables the detection of previously unseen pathological conditions.
In order to keep acquisition protocols at a clinically feasible length, techniques to speed up image
acquisition are needed to accompany these advances. Parallel imaging makes use of RF array coils
with multiple receiver channels to accelerate image acquisition. The localized sensitivity profiles
of the independent coil array elements can be employed to replace gradient encoding steps in the
image reconstruction algorithm.
In the final section of this chapter, parallel imaging is introduced as a method to accelerate MRI
acquisitions. Hardware and software requirements for parallel imaging are described. This section
concludes by discussing the SNR independence of parallel imaging acceleration in hyperpolarized
applications.
2.4.1 Phased-Array Coils
Phased-array coils were introduced by Roemer et al in 1990 [1 1 1]. While single channel volumetric
coils were typically used to cover the sample, it was widely accepted, that the surface coil, a simple
resonant circuit loop placed close to the sample, provides the highest possible SNR for a volume at
depth equal to its diameter inside the infinite conducting half space. However the surface coil only
covers a limited FOV, i.e. only regions as large as the diameter of the coil can be imaged. Roemer
realized that similar to phased-array radar or ultrasound applications, surface coils can be combined
in an array. The result was a coil with the superior sensitivity of a surface coil combined with an
extended FOV. The NMR signal is received simultaneously in each array element. To fully utilize
the benefits of the array coil, independent signal reception in each receiver element is crucial. To
achieve this, Roemer introduced additional electronics along the signal receive path, designed to
prevent coupling between the individual surface coil elements.
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In his ground-breaking paper Roemer does not only start a revolution in MRI RF Hardware by
introducing the phased-array coil for extended FOV imaging, he also describes image reconstruction
algorithms for the parallel received signal. The concepts derived in this paper laid the basis for
parallel image reconstruction algorithms which were developed soon after.
2.4.2 Parallel Image Reconstruction Algorithms
In parallel imaging the image acquisition time is reduced by skipping k-space lines. However, if
the distance between two subsequent k-space lines is increased, while the total extent of k-space
(which determines the resolution, Eq. 2.30) is kept constant, the Nyquist criterion is not fulfilled
(Eq. 2.29). Therefore aliasing is introduced, which results in a fold-over artifact in the image. In
1997, Sodickson et al realized that Nyquist undersampled images can be artifact free reconstructed
using the localized sensitivity profile information from phased-array coils (Fig. 2-11). He called this
algorithm SMASH (simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics) [112]. With SMASH Sodickson
realized that the superposition of multiple receive coil sensitivity profiles can replace spatial fre-
quency encoding accomplished by gradient phase encoding. Later, many other methods followed,
such as AUTO-SMASH [113], SENSE [114], PILS [115] and GRAPPA [116]. These methods em-
ploy different image reconstruction algorithms to un-alias the Nyquist undersampled k-space data.
They have in common that they depend on the use of phased-array coils. One distinguishes two
classes of parallel image reconstruction algorithms: k-space based and image based, depending on
if the coil information is employed before or after the Fourier transform. The most commonly used
methods today are SENSE, which is image based and GRAPPA, which is k-space based.
GRAPPA
In GRAPPA (generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions [116]), the Fourier transform
(Eq. 2.27) for the y-component (which is the phase encoding direction) is rewritten to incorporate
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Figure 2-11: Localized sensitivity profiles of receiver channels in an array coil. Data are acquired
simultaneously and independently in each channel. Each channel has its dedicated receive path.
Thus the data size is proportional to the number of array elements.
the coil sensitivities. Thus the signal in a single coil / is given by:
S1(ICy) = JcIy P(V)-Q(V)V^ (2.32)
where Q (y) is the variation of the sensitivity profile of coil / along the y-direction. Other k-space
lines (at a distance mAky) are related by spatial harmonics:
Si {ky + mAky) = jdy ? (y) · C1 (y) · eh(ky+mAky)y (2.33)
Thus, if the k-space lines ky ± mAky in the neighborhood of ky are skipped, they can be replaced
using a superposition of coil sensitivities Ck(x,y) with weights n^^:
Q(y)-e-,imAkyy , ¦Y,nkíiím-Ck(x,y) with k,l = l,...,Nc
k=\
m= 1, ...,/?- 1 (2.34)
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where the indices k, I run over the number of coil elements and Nc corresponds to the total
number of coils in the array, while m runs over the number of skipped k-space lines and R is the
acceleration factor. Inserting Eq. 2.34 in Eq. 2.33 yields:
Nc
Si(ky + mAky) « £ nkAm ¦ Sk{ky) (2.35)
k=\
which can be rewritten in matrix form:
S(ky + mAky) » wm ¦ S{ky) (2.36)
In GRAPPA the weights are estimated using training data, which are fully sampled k-space lines
in the center of k-space (because SNR is at maximum in the center of k-space). Replacing S in Eq.
2.36 with these so called ACS (auto-calibration signal) lines, the matrix equation can be solved to
determine the weights wm. The non-square matrix S(ky) is inverted using the Moore-Penrose inverse
(i.e. instead of simply using Â-1, for inversion of a non-square matrix (ÂHÂ)~lÂH has to be used
instead):
§ACs(ky + mAky) ¦ {SAcs(ky)HSacs^))'1 SACS(kyf = wm (2.37)
V ^ •
Moore-Penrose inverse of sACs{ky)
where §Acs(ky)H is the Hermitian conjugate of SAcs{ky). After determining the weights from
the ACS lines, the undersampled remainder of k-space can be reconstructed using Eq. 2.36.
SENSE
SENSE (sensitivity encoding [114]) is image based, i.e. the aliasing artifact is removed after the
Fourier transform is applied to reconstruct images from k-space. Aliasing causes signals from
different spatial locations to occupy the same image voxel. The number of overlapping voxels Na
corresponds to the acceleration factor R if the object size along the phase encode direction equals
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the FOV (R = Na). If the object is smaller, then some voxels will have Na < R and if the object
is larger Na> R for some voxels9. Using coil sensitivity information the signal overlap in aliased
image voxels can be resolved. To begin, the aliased image /can be written as the product of the coil
sensitivity matrix C and spin density vector p:
I = C ? (2.38)
where the vector /contains elements /, with i = l,...,Nc, corresponding to measured signal
intensities in respective array elements, while the vector ? contains the spin density values at the
true voxel locations (p contains elements p, with i = 1,...,Na). The elements of the coil sensitivity
matrix C correspond to the coil sensitivity values for all coils (row indices) and all spatial locations
(column indices). The matrix equation can be solved to obtain the spin density ? using again the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, since the sensitivity matrix C in most cases is not a square matrix
(i.e. the number of coils is greater than the acceleration factor)
[0"C)-1C" I = p (2.39)
SENSE vs GRAPPA
SENSE and GRAPPA, even though fundamentally different approaches to reconstruct missing data,
provide nearly identical image reconstruction quality [117]. SENSE as a very straightforward and
easy to implement approach is available on all clinical MRI systems, thus widely used. If an accurate
coil sensitivity map is available SENSE provides the best possible reconstruction with optimized
SNR. GRAPPA on the other hand provides robust reconstruction even if accurate sensitivity maps
are difficult to obtain, since GRAPPA extracts sensitivity information from k-space. Further, the
9If the object is larger than the FOV additional phase wrap cannot be resolved by SENSE reconstruction.
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GRAPPA approach of using the central k-space lines employs global information and as a result is
relatively insensitive to local inhomogeneities.
2.4.3 SNR in Parallel Imaging
In conventional proton MRI, the SNR is proportional to the number of k-space samples collected
(Eq. 2.31). Therefore undersampling as is the case in parallel imaging will decrease SNR propor-
tional to the square root of the undersampling (acceleration) factor R:
SNRp1 = -^= (2.40)g-VR
The g-factor or geometry factor describes additional noise enhancement in the SENSE recon-
structed image due to non-orthogonality of receiver channels. In an ideal case, the individual re-
ceivers are completely independent (orthogonal) and the g-factor is equal to one. On the other hand
if there is a complete overlap of sensitivity regions, the g-factor goes to infinity. Thus for design-
ing an array coil, the g-factor can be simulated to determine the optimum coil configuration for
the desired parallel imaging application. Strictly speaking, the g-factor is derived for SENSE im-
age reconstruction however it works for GRAPPA as well, since GRAPPA is subject to the same
orthogonality condition for receiver channels.
2.4.4 Parallel Imaging for Hyperpolarized Gas MRI
In proton MRI, SNR is reduced with increasing acceleration factor, however in hyperpolarized ap-
plications SNR does not dependent on the acceleration factor. Whereas in proton MRI, the signal
during the course of image acquisition is replenished via longitudinal 7\ relaxation, in hyperpolar-
ized MRI the signal is in a non-equilibrium state. Every RF excitation pulse (with flip angle T)
therefore reduces the available longitudinal magnetization Mo to Mo · cos T. The SNR of an acqui-
sition is determined by the transverse magnetization component (« sin6) of the center k-space line.
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Thus the SNR for a sequential cartesian encoding scheme (see Fig. 2-6 a) is given by:
SNRot VÑ^~X cos("0_1)e sine (2.41)
where Nex is the number of excitations and «o is the number of excitations before the center of
k-space is reached. Taking the derivative of SNR with respect to ? yields the optimum flip angle
[118]:
Qnuvc = arctan (-^= J (2-42)
If the optimum flip angle is chosen in hyperpolarized imaging the SNR becomes independent of
the number of excitations [1 18] [1 19].
Parallel imaging in hyperpolarized MRI is therefore especially suitable to push acceleration
factors to the theoretical limit. Even higher acceleration factors could be achieved in future stud-
ies by combining parallel imaging with the so called "compressed sensing" image reconstruction,
which employs sparsity to reconstruct undersampled acquisitions (a concept similar to jpeg image
compression) [120].
The g-factor noise enhancement (Eq. 2.40) still applies to hyperpolarized parallel imaging.
Good coil design (channel decoupling) keeps the g-factor at a minimum.
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Chapter 3
Phased-Array Xenon Chest Coil
3.1 Introduction
A single RF coil in MRI can serve both purposes, excite spins in the sample and after image encod-
ing also receive the signal from spin precession. However the design goal for RF transmit coils is to
create a homogeneous spin excitation in the region of interest in the sample, whereas for RF receive
coils sensitivity is the design goal in order to pick up the small NMR signal. Therefore separate coil
designs for transmit and receive coils will result in better performance with the tradeoff of a more
complicated design.
In clinics today phased-array coils are the state of the art for receiver coils to provide good
SNR and parallel imaging capability for fast MRI. Proton phased-array coils with up to 32 receiver
channels have become the clinical standard for head and body coils. In research settings up to
128-channel coils are used [121].
The first array coil for hyperpolarized applications was introduced by Lee et al [119]. It was
a 24-channel coil for HHe. Lee later introduced a 128-channel HHe coil, which is currently the
highest simultaneously useable number of channels available on certain research scanners with ex-
tended receive chain hardware. Today commercially available scanners provide up to 32-channel
capability. In 2010, Meise et al presented a 32-channel array coil for HHe [122]. To our knowledge
the 32-channel coil presented in this work is the first HXe phased-array coil (first results from this
coil were presented in 2009 [123]). In 2010 Purea et al also introduced an 8 channel HXe coil [124].
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While proton applications use the scanner built-in body coil as transmit coil, for hyperpolarized
imaging an integrated transmit coil tuned to the NMR resonance frequency, has to be custom built.
Transmit coils can be characterized as single channel volume coils. In practice, the best coil design
for homogeneous and efficient spin excitation is the birdcage design, introduced by Hayes et al
in 1985 [125]. Space is very limited inside the MRI scanner and an asymmetric coil shape makes
optimum use of the available space. An asymmetric birdcage was recently introduced by De Zanche
et al as a HHe transmit/receive coil [126]. We incorporated the asymmetric birdcage design for the
transmit coil integrated with the 32-channel receive array.
To summarize, we decided on a 32-channel phased-array receive coil in combination with an in-
tegrated asymmetric birdcage transmit coil [123], because this design provides an optimum solution
for hyperpolarized imaging by enabling high SNR and parallel imaging capability on the receive
side while providing homogeneous spin excitation on the transmit side.
In the following sections some background on RF coil design is given, followed by methods of
design and construction of the HXe human chest coil. The chapter concludes with coil characteri-
zation and initial imaging results of healthy subjects and subjects with lung disease.
3.2 Background
3.2.1 Why Timing?
The goal in MRI is to quantify the magnetization in a sample. Typically this magnetization is rather
small and thus difficult to detect. In 1946 Block and Purcell discovered that it is possible to detect
the variable flux of magnetization by excitation of the sample and subsequent detection of the spin
precession via a resonant approach. The signal generated in the receiver loop can be improved by
using a resonant device. The era/ induced in the loop is multiplied by the quality factor Q of the coil
(Q is defined as the energy stored divided by the energy dissipated per precession period). However
since both, signal and noise are multiplied, the SNR advantage is not obvious at first. In fact, the
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SNR is improved by designing the receiver as a filter, where part of the broadband noise is filtered
out, while the narrow band signal is passed. Therefore SNR in a resonant receiver is proportional to
I /BW, where BW is the bandwidth of the filter. The view of an RF coil as a noise filter is illustrated
experimentally in Fig. 3-1.
c Helmholtz coilb Helmholtz coila broad band
loadedunloadednoise spectrum
Figure 3-1: The RF coil as a noise filter. The scanner is set to receive broadband noise around the
resonance frequency of the coil (a) which is filtered when the unloaded RF coil is plugged in (b).
The quality of the coil/filter is reduced as soon as the coil is loaded with the sample, resulting in a
lower, broader peak around the resonance (c).
An equivalent circuit for a simple surface coil is shown in Fig. 3-2, consisting of resistance R
(to represent noise) and inductance L (the coil loop). Introducing a capacitor C in a parallel resonant
circuit RLC configuration as shown, makes the coil act as a filter for the noise transmission. The
resonance frequency ? of the RLC circuit is given by
<°=7¡Z- <31>
At the resonance frequency, the impedance of the circuit is purely resistive, i.e the imaginary
part is zero (inductor and capacitor cancel each other), and thus at a minimum (R = /?(?)). In high







Figure 3-2: Surface coil equivalent circuit. Resistance (R), inductance (L) and capacitance (C) in
parallel RLC configuration.
3.2.2 Why Matching?
Matching refers to impedance matching of the low impedance resonant coil to the 50 Ohm signal
transmission line leading to the preamplifier. There are three reasons for matching: 1) to avoid
reflection of signal power in the transmission line, however this is a broadband effect and therefore
has no direct consequence on SNR performance; 2) to maximize the power transfer; 3) to match to
the optimum noise figure impedance of the preamplifier1 .
Figure 3-3 shows the frequency dependence of the impedance of a parallel resonant circuit.
Graphically, impedance matching is achieved where the real part of the coil impedance curve inter-
sects the 50 Ohm line. At this point the NMR resonance frequency coi is lower (or higher if a>2 is
chosen) than the circuit resonance G>o. However at high Q, the width of the resonance peak is narrow,
such that the NMR resonance frequency is very close to the parallel circuit resonance (a>? ~ COi).
The inductive (or capacitive) impedance remaining at the matching .point is compensated by a ca-
pacitor (or inductor if (02 is chosen). If this cannot be achieved with a single capacitor in the loop,
other matching circuits are possible, the most simple one is a series match, adding another capacitor
in series at one of the outputs. As shown in Fig. 3-3, impedance matching is narrowband. At perfect
'Even though most preamplifiers are optimized at 50 Ohm, some preamplifiers require 200 Ohm matching.
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matching, all power will be dissipated in the coil resistance. As illustrated by the blue curve, which
represents the real part of the coil resistance under loaded conditions (higher coil resistance, lower
Q), the matching point is shifted. Thus matching has to be done under loaded conditions, i.e. with
the sample in place. In practice matching is most easily done on a Smith Chart, which on a polar
plot shows real and imaginary parts of the impedance.
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Figure 3-3: Impedance frequency dependence of a parallel resonant circuit, near resonance. The
matching point is illustrated where the curve representing the real part of the impedance intersects
Zo = 50 O. A matching circuit is required to compensate for the remaining imaginary impedance. It
is further illustrated how the matching point depends on the Q of the coil. Adapted from [127].
3.2.3 Array Design
In order to build an array, multiple surface coils need to be placed next to each other. However,
upon bringing two resonant circuits close to each other, their mutual inductance will cause the
initial single resonance frequency to split (Fig. 3-4). Considering the coupling effect of coil 2 on





If coil 2 would not exist, the impedance of coil 1 would equal R\. The second term in Eq.
3.2 represents the noise power coupled between the coils, where k is the mutual inductive coupling
constant and Z\ is the impedance seen by coil 2. The coupling term approaches zero if either Z\
is made very large or the coupling constant k is made zero. In this case the total noise resistance
equals that of a single isolated coil. In practice two approaches exist: 1) critical overlap to eliminate
coupling k and 2) "preamplifier decoupling" to make impedance Z\ very large. Approach 1 is
achieved by overlapping two neighboring coils, i.e. adjusting the distance between coil centers such
that a critical overlap is achieved at which the mutual inductance cancels (Fig. 3-5). Critical overlap
designs however only minimize coupling between nearest neighbors. For next nearest neighbors
additional decoupling is provided by "preamplifier decoupling". In this method, the low input
impedance of the preamplifier is transformed via a ?/4 cable to a high impedance at the coil. In
practice, the impedance transformation can also be achieved with a lumped element circuit (p- or
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Figure 3-5: Resolved frequency split by critical overlap of neighboring coils. Adapted from [1 1 1].
Since the transmit coil is separate, additional design criteria have to be accomplished. During
signal transmission the receiver surface coils have to be detuned in order not to disturb the transmit
B\ field. Active detuning during transmit is also an important safety concern, since a resonant coil
can focus the transmit B\ field onto certain body parts which could locally increase SAR (Specific
Absorption Ratio measured in W/kg) levels beyond safety thresholds. To achieve active detuning a
resonant trap circuit is implemented in each receiver which is switched using a PIN diode activated
by the MRI scanner ("active detuning").
3.2.4 Transmit Coil
The design goal for a transmit coil in MRI is to obtain a homogeneous spin excitation (B\ field)
throughout the sample volume. Theoretically this is achieved either 1) by a uniform current distri-
bution flowing on the surface of a sphere or 2) by a cosine distribution of line currents flowing on a
cylinder surface. The created Si field is perpendicular to the current flow direction, i.e. in case 1)
parallel to the symmetry axis of the coil geometry ("axial resonator") and in case 2) perpendicular
to the axis of coil geometry ("transverse resonator").
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The most simple approach for a case 1) axial resonator is the Helmholtz configuration, which
consists of two large loops separated ideally by a distance equal to the loop radius. In this design
the sphere surface is reduced to a representation by the two loops. This design was implemented in
our coil as a prototype. However the homogeneity was poor, resulting in up to 50% B\ variations
across the region of interest. The simple design and implementation comes with the tradeoff of low
field homogeneity2.
In 1985 Hayes et al introduced the birdcage design, which is a transverse resonator (case T). The
birdcage design provides excellent B\ homogeneity and until today is probably the most common
transmit coil (often also used as transmit/receive coil). The birdcage design is implemented in most
clinical MRI scanners as the integrated "body coil". A further advantage of the birdcage design is
that it is naturally driven in quadrature mode thus providing a circular B\ which has higher efficiency
by a factor of \¡2 than a linear B\ . The equivalent circuit of the birdcage design is a ladder network
of filters. These can either be high pass or low pass filters depending on if the tuning capacitors are
placed in the endrings or the legs (Fig. 3-6).
Upon excitation, waves propagate through the filter network. At certain frequencies the waves
combine constructively, which are the resonant modes of the birdcage. In the high pass filter design
higher order modes are of lower frequency than the resonant mode, whereas in the low pass filter
design higher orders correspond to higher frequencies. The excited currents flowing in the birdcage
legs have a cosine distribution:
In=I[IN) cos(e„ + F) (3.3)
where ? is the leg number, In is the current flowing in the respective leg, Qn is the relative angle
to determine the leg position and F is the spatial phase factor which is defined by the driving ports














Figure 3-6: High- and Low-Pass birdcage design (a,b). Equivalent circuit diagrams showing one
representative element of the ladder network (c,d)· For the high pass design capacitors are placed
in the endrings (a,c) while for the low pass design capacitors are in the legs (b,d)· In the high (low)
pass higher order modes are lower (higher).
and which will determine the orientation of the resulting B\ field. The superposition of fields created
in each leg yields the B\ field amplitude, which is given in the center of the birdcage by (for exact
derivation see e.g. [127]):
Sv
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Here Vo is the NMR resonance frequency, / and d are the long and short axis of the birdcage
cylinder and ? is a shape factor that depends on the number of legs in the birdcage. For a 12 rung
this factor is approximately 0.78.
Due to space constrictions in the magnet bore (which is 60 cm in diameter), for our purposes an
asymmetric geometry taking into account the available space determined by the circular bore and
patient bed, was the only solution to fit a transmit coil, a receive array and (importantly) a patient.
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However this significantly increases the complexity in tuning the birdcage. In order to achieve a
homogeneous B\ field, symmetry is important. In the original birdcage with perfect cylindrical
geometry the symmetry is easily realized by placing equal value capacitors in the circular endring.
Leifer et al introduced elliptical birdcages [128]. He showed that using conformai transformation
mapping the leg positions from a circular to an elliptical cross section yields a good approximation
to the optimum cosine current distribution. As a result, the legs are spaced unequally in physical
angle, but they are located at equal increments of electrical phase. De Zanche et al went on to extend
the conformai mapping approach to an asymmetric design [126]. We followed his approach for our
asymmetric birdcage design. Figure 3-7 shows the geometry of our asymmetric birdcage design





Figure 3-7: Schematic of the asymmetric birdcage coil. The birdcage is a transverse resonator,
i.e. the created B\ field is perpendicular to the coil geometry (cylinder) axis (a). The ideal current
distribution for a homogeneous B\ field is a cosine distribution (b). Our coil shape consists of a
circle with radius r=l 1.1 inch and a partial ellipse with axis a=l 1.1 inch and b=5.6 inch.
For such a coil geometry, De Zanche et al simulated the B\ field using the method of moments,
which is a numerical method to obtain the B\ field by superposition of fields created from small
current elements. The simulation shows that even using an asymmetric design, excellent field ho-
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Figure 3-8: Transmit field simulation for the asymmetric birdcage. B\ field map simulated using the
method of moments in (a) transverse, (b) sagittal and (c) coronal views. The contours are normalized
to 1 representing the amplitude at iso-center. Excellent field homogeneity is achieved throughout
most of the volume even for the asymmetric shape. Intensity fall-offs occur towards the endrings in
the sagittal view (b) which has to be taken into account when designing the length of the birdcage.
Adapted from [126].
Considering the chain network equivalent circuit of the birdcage coil (Fig. 3-6), a matrix ap-
proach is suitable to analyze the network. If A is the matrix, describing the impedances of the
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Closing the chain network in a circular configuration as is the case for the birdcage means
practically shortening input and output. This yields the resonance condition for the birdcage coil:
,2N1 ?)= I (3.6)
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where N is the number of legs and / is the identity matrix. This equation can be solved by cal-
culating the eigenvalues ofA. The solution of the eigenvalue equation yields the resonant frequency
modes (for details see e.g. [127]).







where L is the matrix of the birdcage meshes' mutual and self inductances, V^ and Vg are the
eigenvectors with sin and cos-current distributions respectively and eigenvalue ?. The resonant
mode frequency ? is given by ? = —?2. In order to tune the asymmetric birdcage, the inductances
L can be measured and the capacitors can be calculated solving Eq. 3.7 [126].
To relate the transmit coil to the MRI scanner, the coil is fed through two ports which are
spatially separated by 90°, e.g. in our 12 rung birdcage the feed ports were chosen at rung 5 and
8 (Fig. 3-9). The two ports are driven 90°out of phase. Further, the transmit coil needs to be
switched from the transmit channel during the transmit phase to an "off-state during the receive
phase in the imaging sequence. Both purposes are solved by implementing a "quadrature hybrid".
The quadrature hybrid is a four port network which is switched using PIN diodes between two ports
(Tx=4On" corresponding to MRI scanner transmit signal and in our case since the receive coil is the
separately implemented array, Rx="off' sent to ground) to send a signal with 90°phase shift to two
remaining ports, which are connected to the feed points of the birdcage coil (Fig. 3-9).
One important point to be taken into account when designing transmit coils is that voltages Vc
across capacitors can be quite high:
VCtPeak = V2PR-iXL-$-1 (3.8)




Figure 3-9: Schematic of the asymmetric birdcage coil connected to the quadrature hybrid. The
feed ports to drive the birdcage coil are at ports 5 and 8, which are connected to a quadrature hybrid
feeding the signal 90°out of phase. Trap circuits at the feed ports prevent common mode currents
flowing on the shield of the coaxial cables limiting signal transmission.
inductance and the factor ? equals the number of capacitors in the simplest case of a loop coil with
distributed capacitors in series. The high power transmit signals are transmitted through 50 Ohm
cables keeping voltage requirements on components along the transmit path, e.g. in the T/R switch,
relatively low. However the resistance in the coil itself can be as low as a few Ohms for a good
Q coil at the resonance. Considering that the RF power amplifier provides several kW of transmit
power (up to 32 kW for proton body coil, 8kW for multi-nuclear local transmit coil in Siemens
MRI systems), according to Eq. 3.8, voltages across capacitors in the transmit coil can reach up
to few kV. If components are chosen which do not have sufficient voltage tolerance, arching might




3.3.1 32-Channel Phased-Array Receive Coil
Clinical MRI scanners allow for a maximum of 32 receiver channels. We therefore decided on a 32-
channel phased-array receive coil. The 12 cm diameter of the coils was determined by the FOV to
be covered. The coils were arranged on a rigid former in a hexagonal tiling pattern with 15 elements
on the top shape and 17 elements on the bottom shape (Fig. 3-1Oa). In order to achieve decoupling
by critical overlap the center-center distance between coils is 0.75 ? diameter.
passive detuningheadhead
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Figure 3-10: 32-channel phased-array. The array layout contains 15 elements on the top chest plate
and 17 elements on the bottom plate (a). Array elements are placed in critical overlap with each
neighbor in a hexagonal tiling pattern. Circuit diagram of the individual element contains tuning and
matching capacitors, passive detuning trap circuit, preamplifier decoupling parallel resonant circuit,
active detuning bias line with chokes to separate RF from DC lines (b). The top array during the
manufacturing process with solder pads for components (c). The finished array with preamplifiers
directly mounted above surface coil receivers (d).
For the individual surface coil design, in order to optimize performance, the Q-ratio (the un-
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loaded to loaded quality factor of the coil) has to be optimized. We compared different approaches
for element design: single and double wound circuit board layout, wire coil. Q-factors, advantages
and disadvantages of the different approaches are summarized in Fig. 3-11 and Table 3.1. We de-
cided on the wire design (copper wire, AWG 12) since it provided the best Q-ratio. The advantage
of wire coils compared to circuit board coils was already discussed by Wiggins et al [129]. An
additional advantage of the wire coil design is that the area fraction covered by copper is reduced
thus minimizing eddy current effects which is especially important for sequences with high gradient








Figure 3-11: Comparison of surface coil designs. Coils (a-d) are manufactured from FR4 circuit
board, whereas coil (e) is manufactured from AWG 12 tin plated copper wire.
Coil Qratio comments
1. single turn thin
2. single turn thick














high cap values (55OpF)
better cap values (22OpF, 10OpF)
more difficult to implement
Table 3.1: Comparison of Q-factors for different surface coil designs. Coil 1-4 were manufactured
from FR4 circuit board, whereas coil 5 was manufactured from wire AWG 12. The wire coil showed
the best unloaded Q and also the best Q-ratio.
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The wire coils were tuned to 34.07 MHz, the resonance frequency of HXe at the 2.96 T field
of the Siemens TIM Trio MRI system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA). For tuning non-
magnetic low voltage capacitors (1 1-series, Voltronics Corporations, Denville, NJ) where used. The
wire inductor and the capacitors were soldered on a custom cut FR4 circuit board placed on the
rigid former (Fig. 3-1Oc). A decoupled probe was used to measure Q-factors of individual elements
with an S21 measurement3. A series match was used to match the impedance of the coil to 50
Ohm. Matching is evaluated using a S 1 1 measurement after attaching a cable across the matching
capacitor 4.
In order to detune the receive elements during transmit a resonant trap circuit is implemented
which is switched using an active PIN diode (Richardson Electronics) ("active detuning" in Fig.
3- 10b). The MRI system provides up to 32 DC bias lines, which have to be shared since not only 32
receiver channels, but also the transmit coil detuning and the transmit/receive switch incorporate ac-
tively switched PIN diodes. Note that sharing of a bias line for diodes will decrease the Q of the trap
circuit, because the resistance of the diode is proportional to the bias current and therefore should
be avoided wherever possible. The inductors inside the active detuning trap circuit are formed from
copper wire in order to achieve a good Q component. Active detuning is measured using the decou-
pled probe and an S21 measurement. The detuning performance equals the difference between the
active detuning circuit turned off and on using the PIN diode. An additional passive detuning circuit
is implemented. This circuit turns on if the active detuning circuit fails and the transmit B\ field
excites large currents in the surface coil loop. Bias to the active detuning circuit is given through a
3A decoupled probe consists of two loops which are placed in critical overlap next to each other in order to cancel the
mutual coupling. The two probes are connected to port SIl and port S22 of a network analyzer. The network analyzer
obtains an S21 measurement by transmitting a broadband signal through port SIl to one loop which interact with the
sample and a resonance can be determined by picking up the signal with the second loop connected to S22.
4For an SIl measurement the attached cable is connected to one port (SIl) of the network analyzer. A broadband
signal is transmitted and at the resonance frequency an absorption peak is found. The depth of the peak (in dB) is a
measure of power reflection (matching quality at the resonance frequency).
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choke (J.M. Miller) in order to separate RF and DC current pathways 5.
After active detuning is implemented, the individual elements are tuned, matched and decoupled
via critical overlap in an iterative fashion building up the array. Individual elements can be turned
on or off using a custom designed tuning rig which uses switches to pass and LEDs to visualize DC
currents activating the PIN diodes in the active detuning trap circuits. With the help of the rig the
coupling between individual elements can be optimized while the complete array is in place.
The preamplifiers are tuned and the noise figure is optimized at the 34.07 MHz resonance (Stark
Contrast, Erlangen, Germany). Preamplifiers have low input impedance and specific input phase in
order to be implemented for preamplifier decoupling purposes. The preamplifiers are powered from
the output using 10 V provided by the scanner. We chose to mount the preamplifiers directly above
the surface coil loop. This has two advantages: 1) signal losses caused as the signal is transmitted
long distances are avoided and 2) a practical single piece design is achieved rather than having a
separate box for the stack of preamplifiers. It is important to consider that preamplifiers are mounted
such that they are not perpendicular to the strong Bo magnet field. Like the well-known Hall effect
there is a magnetic field influence on the GaAs-FET transistor in the preamplifier, which depends
on the field orientation and has severe effects on noise figure and also input reflection (thus affecting
preamplifier decoupling performance inside the magnet).
The preamplifiers are implemented with additional circuitry to achieve preamplifier decoupling,
which adds to critical overlap decoupling. Preamplifier decoupling is a crucial part in the array
design. In our case we chose to implement preamplifier decoupling using a parallel resonant cir-
cuit. The preamplifier input impedance consists of a small real part and a not negligible inductive
impedance (Lequivaient). The matching capacitor Cp (Fig. 3-1Ob) is chosen such that looking into the
coil the impedance equals 50+jX Ohm. Then Cs was adjusted so that
5A choke is a high impedance inductor (~ 10 nH). Thus the impedance Z = i(oLiarge is 0 for DC currents (? = 0) and
large for RF (? f 0). Similarly high impedance capacitors (~ 1000 pF) are used to block DC currents while passing RF
currents.
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J^^equivalent — J^^preamp , -.^ \ W·")
with Léguaient < Lpreamp. The resulting Lequivaiem forms with Cp a resonant circuit at the Larmor
frequency of HXe which causes a high impedance in the coil (Fig. 3-1Ob).
The preamplifiers are placed on a circuit board, which was custom designed and incorporated the
preamplifier decoupling capacitor Cp (tunable), as well as a path for the PIN diode bias current given
through a choke (Fig. 3-12). The preamplifier board further incorporates pads for soldering coaxial
input and output cables. On the input side (from the coil) a semi-rigid coax was used to connect
the coil to the preamplifier board, whereas on the output side the coaxial cable was combined with
cables from other preamplifiers and lead to plugs (Stark Contrast, Erlangen, Siemens) which are
connecting the coil to the MRI scanner. Wherever possible pathways of output cables are lead
through "virtual grounds" in order to minimize disturbance from electrical fields. Only 3 1 coils are
wired up in order to spare one receive channel to be connected to the transmit coil receive port for
testing purposes.
Before the output cables reach the plugs cable traps are implemented to prevent common mode
currents which would disturb the transmitted signals (Fig. 3-13).
3.3.2 Integrated Asymmetric Birdcage Transmit Coil
Our initial coil prototype featured a simple Helmholtz coil as the transmit coil. The Helmholtz coil
design is the simplest volume coil design. It consists of two loops placed below and above the
sample at a distance ideally equivalent to the radius of the loops. However the coil did not provide
sufficient B\ homogeneity.
We therefore redesigned the transmit coil, replacing the Helmholtz coil with a birdcage design.
Typically birdcage coils are circular or elliptical, but in order to optimize space available for the




Figure 3-12: A schematic showing the preamplifier board design. The board was design used Eagle
Circuit Editor software (Cadsoft Computer, Pembroke Pines, FL, USA). Circuit diagram (a) and
board layout (b) contain mounting points for preamplifier sockets, soldering pad for choke for DC
bias line, variable capacitor mount for preamplifier decoupling circuit and soldering pads for coaxial
input and output cables.
Figure 3-13: Cable trap schematic. Cable traps are implemented to prevent common mode currents
flowing on conductor shield. This simple trap forms a resonant circuit by soldering a capacitor onto
the ground shield at the eridpoints of a coil wound by the cable.
The asymmetric coil consists of a circular top half with a radius of 1 1.1 inch and a partial ellipse on
the bottom with axis a=l 1. 1 inch and b=5.6 inch (Fig. 3-14). The upper part of the coil is detachable
for easy patient access. The two halves are joined together via a mechanical latch with an integrated
banana plug which provides the electrical connection. The capacitors are placed in the endrings,
which corresponds to a high pass coil, i.e. higher order modes are lower in frequency. This avoids
coupling of the HXe birdcage to the proton body coil birdcage, which is at a higher frequency. The
HXe birdcage design incorporates 12 rungs. Due to the asymmetric design the capacitors are not of
equal value. We started with high voltage capacitors (25-series, Voltronics Corporations, Denville,
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NJ), with values approximately 20 % higher than the values reported and theoretically derived by
De Zanche et al for a HHe coil [126]. While tuning the coil we tried to contain the symmetry by
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Figure 3-14: Drawings of the asymmetric birdcage. Solidworks drawings show the mechanical
shape of the asymmetric birdcage with bottom array plate in place (a,b). Shown are also the handles
to open the top half for patient access using a hinge mechanism. A box inside which the patient's
head will lie (b) is used to mount cables and also contains the T/R switch. The 12 legs and 2 endrings
copper layout is shown in (c) with exact dimensions illustrated in (d).
Unlike the De Zanche coil, our birdcage does not incorporate a shield in order to keep the
option for obtaining proton images using the scanner body coil. Since the MRI system contains an
RF shield between the proton body coil and the gradient coils, this shield couples to our unshielded
birdcage transmit coil when it is positioned inside the MRI scanner. We therefore needed to tune and
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match the coil in an environment that matches the properties of the body coil shield. A simulator










Figure 3-15: Tuning setup for coil tuning. The setup consists of a bore simulator which simulates
the RF shield inside the MRI system. Further, salt water phantom bottles simulate body load. A
Custom designed circuit board rig enables switching on and off of individuai receive elements in the
array using the PIN diode activated active detuning circuits.
The resonant modes of the birdcage were measured using either an S 1 1/S22 measurement by
connecting a cable to the feed ports (rung 5 and 8, see Fig. 3-9) or using a decoupled probe and
measuring S21 within the coil volume. The S21 measurement can also give an estimate of field
homogeneity by probing the field amplitude at different positions within the volume of interest.
During tuning it was also important to minimize the coupling between the two perpendicular res-
onant modes in order to optimize the coil for quadrature performance. The mode coupling was
measured by measuring the transmission between the feed ports using an S21 measurements.
The transmit coil needs to be detuned during receive in order not to couple to the receive array
during signal acquisition. To detune the transmit coil, high power PIN diodes (Microsemi Corpora-
tions, Irvine, CA) are incorporated in the endrings which are switched by DC bias lines connected
through a choke.
In order to switch the signal pathway between transmit and receive states, a quadrature hybrid
is implemented. This is a four port circuit which additionally implements a 90°phase shift between
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two output ports using ?/4 transmission lines (Fig. 3-16). Quadrature driving of the birdcage coil
results in a circular B\ field, which increases transmit efficiency by a factor of V2 compared to

















Figure 3-16: Quadrature hybrid. A schematic shows the circuit (a). A photo shows the practical re-
alization of the hybrid with coaxial cables as the ?/4-transmission lines (b). The hybrid is switched
between tra?»s:mit and receive states !»'.sing PIN diodes.
The PIN diode logic, switching coils on and off depending on transmit or receive phase in the
pulse sequence is realized using so called "coil files" which are read by the scanner software to
apply appropriate PIN diode switching during the pulse sequence.
The finished HXe human chest coil with 32-channel phased-array receive and integrated asym-




The unloaded quality factor (Q) of a single wire surface coil was 400. The Q-ratio, i.e. the ratio of
unloaded to loaded Q was 5.75 (Table 3.1). Matching was determined by measuring the reflection




Figure 3-17: The finished chest coil with volunteer at the MRI scanner. The coil is placed on the
patient bed. A hinge mechanism allows the bottom part of birdcage and array to open for easy
patient access (a). In the closed position, the coil is ready to be moved inside the magnet bore (b).
coils were assembled in the array, spatial overlap decoupling between next neighbors was adjusted
with a result of less than -12 dB coupling for each pair. The method of preamplifier decoupling
further improved the decoupling to better than -35 db. An example of preamplifier decoupling as
measured using the decoupled probe, is shown in Fig. 3-18.
m
Figure 3-18: Example of preamplifier decoupling measured using the decoupled probe and an S21
measurement. Even though the method is conceptually the same (a parallel resonant circuit to
obtain high impedance in coil), the peaks in preamplifier decoupling typically are narrower than
during active detuning (not shown).
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Noise Coefficient Matrix
After the coil wires and plugs are assembled, the decoupling between individual elements can be
measured by collecting noise statistics using the MRI scanner. In order to obtain a most realistic
measurement, the data were collected while a volunteer was lying in the coil (loading changes
coupling). The correlation between receiver elements is assessed by calculating the noise correlation
coefricient matrix (Fig. 3-19). The noise correlation matrix C with elements c¡j is the inner product
of the noise signal time series measured in coil i with the noise signal measured in coil j [130]:
C'J = A¿Tninj" (3·10)
where the N is the number of noise samples acquired and ? is a row vector containing the noise
time series. Subtracting the mean and normalizing by the square root of noise variances s yields
the correlation coefficient matrix:
!Mn,0 - a¡a*N
rtj = — -J- (3.11)
The correlation coefficient is also known as Pearson's r statistic. The rows and columns of the
matrix r correspond to the receiver channel number. The matrix entries correspond to a relative
measure of receive channel coupling. The diagonal elements are equal to 1, since by definition any
signal is perfectly correlated with itself.
Root-Sum-of-Squares Compared to Adaptive-Combine Image Reconstruction
Ideally the 32-channel array elements would receive signals independently from each other, which
can be reconstructed to an image covering a region corresponding to the localized sensitivity profile
of the surface coil element. Individually reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 3-20. In order to
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Figure 3-19: Noise correlation coefficient matrix. The rows and columns correspond to the receiver
channel number. The intensity of the image pixel corresponds to the coupling between respective
channels. Here the mean over all channels = 0.25.
to be combined. This can be achieved either via a simple root-sum-of-squares addition or using a
method called "adaptive-combine" which takes into account the correlation between the channels
in order to optimize SNR. Figure 3-21 shows on the example of two different image slices with
different SNR 6, that the adaptive combine reconstruction improved SNR in the good SNR posterior
slice, whereas in the center slice with very low SNR the appearance of the noise pattern is modified.
3.4.2 Transmit Asymmetric Birdcage
Coil Characteristics
Measured on the bench the unloaded Q of the asymmetric birdcage vertical mode was 220 and
for the horizontal mode 140. Measured inside the scanner (with the scanner bore shield in place)
the Q decreased only slightly to 205 for the vertical mode and 130 for the horizontal mode. These
results are comparable to the results obtained by De Zanche et al for their asymmetric HHe birdcage
coil (vertical mode Q = 220, horizontal mode Q = 120 [126]). The Q ratio of our birdcage was
approximately 2. On the bench the two resonant modes were tuned to 30 MHz since sliding the
birdcage into the scanner bore shifted the frequency up to the HXe resonance of 34 MHz. Inserting
6SNR in the center slice is lower due to the sensitivity drop off with distance away from the receiver surface coil.
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Figure 3-20: Images reconstructed in uncombined receiver channels. This is an example to illus-
trate the localized sensitivity profiles of the individual receivers. From this point on the combined
image can be obtained using either a simple sum of squares addition or the more advanced adaptive-
combine reconstruction which takes into account the noise correlation between channels in order
to optimize SNR. The surface coil receivers have only limited depth sensitivity which is illustrated
by high (low) signals in top (bottom) half channels in the anterior image partition which is close to
the top half (a) and vice versa in the posterior image partition(c) while the center slice shows ap-
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Figure 3-21: Root-sum-of-squares (RSS) compared to adaptive-combine image reconstruction.
Note that in the 2D multi-slice acquisition with generally low SNR, the posterior slice (a,b) has
better SNR than the center slice (c,d) due to the array surface coil sensitivity profile. Adaptive com-
bine reconstruction (b) is able to remove streaking artifacts visible in RSS reconstruction (a), while
in the low SNR center slice adaptive combine (d) changes the noise pattern around the borders of
the lung. Ratio of adaptive combine and RSS reconstruction shows improvement in SNR for the
posterior slice adaptive combine reconstruction (e) but no general improvement is apparent in the
low SNR center slice (f)·
the array into the birdcage decreased the efficiency of the birdcage by approximately 15%. Final
measurements inside the scanner bore, with the actively detuned array in place and with a human
volunteer loading the coil yielded for the two birdcage resonant modes a reflection of -20 dB and
-12 dB at the 34.08 MHz (Sl 1 measurement), while the decoupling (transmission) between the two
modes was -12 dB (S 12 measurement).
Transmit Homogeneity
In order to assess the performance of the coil regarding the transmit homogeneity, B\ maps were
acquired (Fig. 3-22). The pulse sequence used to obtain Bi maps collected two 3D FLASH ac-
quisitions during a breath hold. Each RF excitation pulse reduces the non-equilibrium longitudinal
magnetization Mq to Mq · (1 — cosa), where a is the excitation flip angle. Thus, the ratio of two
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Figure 3-22: B\ map for the birdcage transmit coil and for comparison two other T/R coils. For a
T/R wrap coil (a), flip angle mean (std) = 5.4°± 1.3° and ratio std/mean = 0.24, for a larger vest coil
(b), flip angle mean (std) = 4.4°± 0.6°and ratio std/mean = 0. 14. The birdcage transmit coil (c) has a
significantly improved transmit field homogeneity, with flip angle mean (std) = 5.2°± 0.4°and ratio
std/mean = 0.08. Plotting the mean flip angle for each partition as a function of partition number
(d), a gradient with higher flip angles in the posterior partitions was found. The total difference
(anterior-posterior) was « 10%.
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3.4.3 Spin Density Imaging in Healthy Subjects and Subjects with Lung Disease
Spin density images were acquired using the new human chest coil. The superior sensitivity of the
array coil is demonstrated by the excellent image quality of the high resolution images (2. 1 mm in
plane resolution) (Fig. 3-23). Images were accelerated by a factor 2 and reconstructed using the
GRAPPA algorithm [1 16]. No remaining fold-over artifacts were observed. In high resolution ven-
tilation images of subjects with lung disease (asthma, Fig. 3-24 and COPD, Fig. 3-25) ventilation
defects were clearly characterized. Acceleration factors up to 6 (3x2) were feasible as demonstrated
in a 3D-TrueFISP acquisition7 in a healthy subject (Fig. 3-26). The acceleration enabled by the 32-
channel receive array reduced the total acquisition time from 8 s to only 2 s. The parallel imaging
performance of the array was further demonstrated in a spiral acquisition, where a (simulated) re-
construction using only 4 out of the fully sampled 1 1 spiral interleaves achieved comparable image
quality (Fig. 3-27). The reconstruction using only 4 interleaves was performed by discarding 7 spi-
ral k-space trajectories in order to simulate an accelerated acquisition. The reconstruction algorithm
incorporated Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-based channel compression before the parallel
image reconstruction. Using a 5% tolerance, the algorithm used 14 (out of 31) virtual coils, which
is a relatively high ratio indicating that the individual channels are fairly independent [131].
3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Challenges in hyperpolarized gas imaging arise from the non-equilibrium state of the longitudinal
magnetization available for image encoding. Each RF excitation will inevitably destroy a fraction
of the available magnetization. Further, for most applications image acquisition has to be performed
during a single breath hold thus limiting the total time available for image encoding and additional
7TrueFISP is the SIEMENS acronym for a steady-state-free-precession pulse sequence which is characterized by
superior SNR due to its use of alternating RF flips (+/ - a) which preserve longitudinal magnetization during the course
of imaging.
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Figure 3-23: Ventilation scan from a healthy volunteer using the 32-cfaammá





Figure 3-24: Ventilation scan from an asthmatic patient using the 32-channel coil. Image acquisition
was a 2D spiral sequence, with resolution 1.6x1.6x10 mm3. White arrows indicate ventilation
defects.
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Figure 3-25: Ventilation scan from a COPD patient using the 32-channel coil. Image acquisition
was a 2D FLASH sequence, with resolution 3.3x3.3x15 mm3, acceleration factor 3. White arrows
indicate right upper lobe which is poorly ventilated.
a fully sampled b accelerated 3x2
1
?
Figure 3-26: TrueFISP 3D spin density acquisition fully sampled and accelerated in 2D by R=3x2.
The acceleration reduced the total 3D acquisition time from 8s to 2s. GRAPPA image reconstruc-
tion using coil sensitivity information was able to remove aliasing artifacts from the undersampled
acquisition. Image quality of the accelerated acquisition is comparable to the fully sampled acqui-
sition.
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Figure 3-27: Spiral acquisition of asthmatic subject with simulated parallel reconstruction, a) fully
sampled reconstruction b) undersampled reconstruction using only 4 out of 1 1 spiral interleaves c)
parallel image reconstruction using only 4 out of 1 1 spiral interleaves. Parallel image reconstruction
(c) clearly improves image quality if compared to conventional reconstruction (b) using the same
undersampled spiral data set.
contrast generation in functional imaging applications. Parallel imaging enables accelerated image
acquisitions using phased-array receive coils. Whereas reducing the number of acquired samples
results in an SNR penalty in proton applications this is not the case in hyperpolarized imaging,
since the penalty for SNR due to the decreased noise sampling is compensated by an SNR boost if
an optimum flip angle is used for the reduced number of RF excitations. In this work, we designed,
built and evaluated a 32-channel phased-array receive coil with an integrated asymmetric birdcage
transmit coil for HXe imaging at 3T.
The receive array enabled highly accelerated image acquisitions, up to factor 6 in 3D acquisi-
tions which reduced the total scan time in this case from 8 s to only 2 s. This is important, since
for functional imaging applications, such as p02, ADC and XTC multiple image acquisitions are
required within a single breath hold. With recent improvements in gas hyperpolarization levels [29]
[132], higher SNR allows for better image resolution which may lengthen the required breath hold
time beyond the capability of patients. Therefore, parallel imaging enabled using an array coil as
presented in this work, is a necessary step in order to continue improving hyperpolarized gas imag-
ing applications. To even further reduce acquisition times recently demonstrated non-linear image
reconstruction algorithms such as compressed sensing [120] can be combined with parallel imaging
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in future studies. Unlike for proton applications, this can be pushed to the limit in hyperpolarized
applications, since no SNR penalty arises from undersampling. In fact a phased-array coil actually
provides improvements in SNR compared to previously used volume T/R coils. This has two rea-
sons. First, the receiver surface coil intensity profile provides increased SNR especially in anterior
and posterior image slices (close to the coil). Second, parallel imaging reduces the acquisition time
and thus decreases magnetization decay due to longitudinal relaxation. To our knowledge, image
resolutions as shown for a healthy volunteer in this work were never before achieved in the field of
HXe MRI (in-plane resolution 2.1 mm).
Regarding channel coupling, the noise correlation between receivers was found to be relatively
high in our array (mean coupling 25%, whereas Meise et al measured a mean of 9% [122]). The
reason for this is most likely that overlap decoupling between neighboring channels is more difficult
to implement in practice using wire coils compared to a circuit board array layout as in [122].
However as shown by Roemer et al [1 1 1], channel coupling can be compensated for by using image
reconstruction algorithms which involve channel correlation information. This was also confirmed
experimentally in this work by comparing RSS to adaptive combine reconstruction which improved
SNR.
The integrated asymmetric transmit coil provided excellent field homogeneity (8% variation
across the total FOV) superior to more commonly used wrap-coil or Helmholtz designs. This is
important, since a homogeneous image excitation makes most efficient use of the non-equilibrium
magnetization by avoiding to deplete the signal non-uniformly regionally. Further, transmit ho-
mogeneity is important for unbiased contrast generation in functional imaging. If the flip angle is
non-uniform throughout the FOV, it is uncertain if variations in the obtained contrast map resulted
from physiological variations (as desired) or from the incomplete contrast encoding due to a regional
variation in the flip angle.
A limitation of this coil design is that, because the birdcage has to be relatively large in order to
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accommodate the array coil, the filling factor (ratio of sample volume to coil volume) is lower than
for traditional volume coils which are used for both, transmit and receive and can be placed tight
around the sample. The lower filling factor ? of the integrated design results in reduced efficiency.
The sensitivity (or efficiency) of an NMR probe (B\/(Ioy/r)) is proportional to the generated B\
amplitude per applied current (Eqs. 2.14 and 2.16) and noise resistance y/r. Therefore the sensi-
tivity is proportional to \fî\Q, since the quality factor Q= ^. An additional factor to be taken
into account is that the presence of the array within the volume of the transmit coil decreases its
efficiency. The oscillating transmit B\ field induces eddy currents in electrically conducting com-
ponents of the array, thus dissipating energy. Efficiency of the transmit coil is important, since the
RF power amplifier provided by the Siemens MRI system for multi-nuclear applications only sup-
plies up to 8 kW of transmit power, whereas this is less of an issue in proton applications since
the proton amplifier supplies up to 32 kW. Further, the lower gyromagnetic ratio of HXe compared
to IH (or HHe), requires that in order to achieve the same flip angle the transmit power must be
approximately a factor 7 higher. A practical measure of transmit efficiency is the reference voltage,
which is defined as the voltage required by the MRI scanner in order to achieve a 180° flip using a 1
ms rectangular RF pulse. The reference voltage for the proton body coil integrated into the Siemens
3T MRI scanner is approximately 400 V. The reference for our custom designed xenon transmit
birdcage coil is approximately 1100 V. This seems large however considering that the reference
voltage is proportional to 1 /?/? the reference voltage for an equally sensitive HXe coil is expected
to be approximately a factor two larger:
Uxe-n9 __ rW^~ ¡42.6MHZ/T ^2
Uh-x ]/yxe-n9 \ UJMHz/T
These efficiency considerations can be a limitation for pulse sequence design. In most appli-
cations short pulses are desired (to keep TE short which minimizes SNR loss). The relatively low
transmit coil efficiency, caused by low filling factor and array loading, is a disadvantage of this
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coil design. In the future however issues related to transmit efficiency can be easily resolved by
implementing a more powerful RF power amplifier for multi-nuclear applications.
In conclusion, the 32-channel phased-array receive coil enables highly accelerated image ac-
quisitions. The ability of faster image acquisition can be used to acquire higher resolution images
or for contrast encoding in functional imaging applications or simply to reduce the time required
for breath holding in existing imaging protocols. The integrated asymmetric transmit birdcage coil
showed good Bi field homogeneity which is crucial in order to make efficient use of magnetization
throughout the whole imaging FOV as well as for unbiased contrast generation in functional image
applications. Even though similar implementations of the two coil designs were presented sepa-
rately before in the field of HHe MRI ([122], [126]), the combination of a 32-channel phased-array




Gas-Exchange Imaging of Lung
Microstructure
4.1 Introduction
Today, the clinical diagnosis for most lung diseases relies primarily on clinical history and global
assessment of lung function provided by pulmonary function tests (PFTs). A global assessment of
lung function as in PFTs however has only limited sensitivity and potential to differentiate disease
phenotypes. Imaging of lung structure using computed tomography (CT) is a clinically used adjunct
for the diagnosis of certain lung diseases. Image contrast in CT is based on lung tissue density and
state-of-the-art scanners at best achieve resolutions on the mm-scale. Furthermore, the significant
radiation dose for the subject associated with high resolution CT limits frequent use.
There currently exists no method for measuring regional gas exchange within the lung, and early
diagnosis, phenotyping and monitoring of lung disease would greatly benefit from such a tool. The
main physiological function of the lung is the exchange of respiratory gases from the alveolar air
spaces, through the respiratory epithelium and capillary endothelium, into the blood. The size of
relevant structures is on the micrometer scale [36], far below the resolution limit of current in vivo
diagnostic imaging modalities.
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The development of hyperpolarization methods for 129Xe [133] led to its use as an inhaled con-
trast agent for MRI [3]. Upon inhalation, hyperpolarized 129Xe (HXe) follows the functional path-
way of gas exchange in the lung by diffusing from alveolar air spaces into alveolar septa, a structure
5-8 microns thick consisting of blood and tissue regions [36]. HXe atoms dissolved in lung tissues
exhibit a large chemical shift (~ 200 ppm) relative to their gas-phase resonance frequency [15]
(Fig. 4-1), which enables image acquisition methods to distinguish gas- and dissolved-phase xenon
[5] [17] [64], and permits imaging of lung function such as gas exchange [23] [26] [27] [28] and
alveolar-capillary gas uptake [18] [25] [134]. Through modeling of xenon diffusion, physiologically
important microstructure parameters, such as parenchymal tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio [26] [27]
[28] [23], surface-to-volume ratio [23] and blood-gas barrier thickness [21], can be determined.
However, the latter two have only been demonstrated in whole-lung spectroscopy experiments. The
reasons for this are two-fold. First, due to the low partition coefficient (?=0.1 [14]), the dissolved-
phase xenon magnetization is much less than (~ 2%) the gas-phase magnetization. Second, in order
to extract the wall thickness or surface-to-volume ratio, the xenon diffusion process has to be en-
coded at multiple time points. Imaging at multiple time points is fundamentally limited by SNR,
since the magnetization of HXe is in a non-equilibrium state and is continuously depleted during
image encoding. Furthermore, HXe acquisitions in humans are usually performed during breath
holding and multiple encodings proportionately lengthen the acquisition time.
The xenon polarization transfer contrast (XTC) MR method pioneered by Ruppert and col-
leagues [26] [27] [28] overcomes the difficulty of imaging xenon in the dissolved phase by encoding
xenon exchange information into the relatively large gas-phase signal. In this study, we implemented
XTC MRI in four dimensions by extending the original single-exchange-time 2D-projection acqui-
sition to a 3D acquisition that characterizes the gas-exchange process for multiple delay times. We
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Figure 4-1: 129Xe dissolved in tissue. A micrograph of the lung parenchyma is shown (where A
indicates an alveolus) as well as a cartoon of a HXe atom exchanging between septum and alveolus.
Dissolved-phase xenon experiences a chemical shift of approximately 200 ppm compared to its
gas-phase resonance frequency. Note that the resonances in the spectrum are scaled according to
the applied flip angle, which is ~ 90°on the dissolved-phase resonance and < l°on the gas-phase
resonance. Courtesy of K. Ruppert.
By collecting data at multiple delay times, MXTC enables regional mapping of two lung-function
parameters: 1) MXTC-F, the long exchange-time depolarization value, which is proportional to
the ratio of functional tissue-to-alveolar-volume and 2) MXTC-S, the square root of the xenon gas-
exchange time constant, which is proportional to the ratio of septal wall thickness and the square root
of xenon membrane diffusivity. Only structures in the lung parenchyma that are actively involved
in the gas-exchange process contribute to image contrast. This makes the technique specifically
sensitive to disease-induced alterations of lung microstructure that compromise gas exchange.
The goal of this study was to develop the MXTC technique and assess the potential utility of
MXTC to detect disease-induced alterations of functional lung microstructure. We describe prelim-
inary findings of MXTC parameter mapping in healthy subjects and subjects with COPD or asthma.
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For two COPD subjects, we also compared the results for MXTC-F, the functional tissue-density
parameter, with HXe apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) imaging, which probes alveolar size and
with direct dissolved-phase imaging. Further, for one of the COPD subjects, we also compared
MXTC-F to CT imaging, the current gold standard to depict tissue destruction from emphysema.
4.2 Background
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Figure 4-2: A schematic showing image acquisition and data analysis workflow. Four 3D-FLASH
images (If) were acquired during a single breath hold, separated by a series of Gaussian saturation
pulses centered at the dissolved phase at +208 ppm (XTC contrast Xl and X2) or at -208 ppm
(control contrast Ctrl for Tl -normalization). From the image ratios, which were normalized by
the control contrast and corrected for different flip angles in respective 3D-FLASH acquisition,
depolarization maps (/(t)) were calculated, which reflect the xenon gas-phase magnetization decay
due to xenon exchange occurring during a characteristic delay time t. In two to four breath holds,
four to eight depolarization maps were obtained. Curve fitting yielded two parameters for each
imaging voxel: the depolarization value for infinite delay times (MXTC-F) and the square root
of the time constant of the xenon exchange (MXTC-S). The fitting parameters are proportional to
tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio and mean septal wall thickness.
A schematic of the MXTC pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 4-2. Conceptually, it is based on
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a single breath-hold implementation of XTC (for details, see ref. [23] [26] [27] [28]). However,
for the MXTC implementation, four 3D-FLASH image sets of gas-phase HXe are acquired (labeled
h, h, h and /4), rather than three 2D-projection images as in ref. [23]. These image sets are
separated by a series of frequency-selective saturation pulses, centered either at -208 ppm relative
to the gas phase for control contrast (applied between /1 and T2) or at +208 ppm to affect 129Xe
dissolved in blood and parenchymal tissue, and create XTC contrast (applied between J2 and /3
for the first XTC contrast of the image set, and between /3 and /4 for the second XTC contrast
of the image set). After each saturation pulse during the XTC contrast-generation periods, the
longitudinal magnetization in the dissolved phase is (ideally) destroyed. During the selected delay
time t between saturation pulses, HXe atoms in the gas-phase exchange with xenon atoms in the
dissolved phase, whose longitudinal magnetization is much lower (ideally zero). This results in a net
decay of xenon magnetization in the gas phase. Repetition of this process results in a measurable
reduction of gas-phase magnetization, creating XTC contrast. The control acquisition reflects all
other contributions to the gas-phase signal decay (e.g., Tl and HXe removal by the blood stream)
and is used for normalization purposes.
The sequence parameters for all four 3D acquisitions (/,) are identical except for the excitation
flip angle, which is increased for acquisitions /3 and /4 to maintain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). In the following, only the analysis of the first XTC acquisition using T2 and h is described.
The analysis based on /3 and /4 is performed in an analogous fashion. For acquisitions J2 and
/3, the gas-phase depolarization per saturation pulse (Jx) for a given delay time t is calculated by
normalizing the contrast ratio (h/h) with the control ratio (Z2 //1) and accounting for the different
excitation flip angles in the respective image acquisitions (a?, 0:2,0:3):
_ íhh_ (sin OC2)2 (cos Ct1 f-*
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saturation pulses, N is the total number of image excitation pulses, and K is the number of image
excitations before reaching the center of k- space.
For MXTC, depolarization maps (/t) are acquired at several different delay times. The process
of xenon exchange as a function of delay time can be modeled using the solution to the differential
equation of Ficks second law of diffusion with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus, the magneti-
zation loss in the gas phase due to xenon exchange after a 90° saturation RF pulse centered at the
dissolved-phase region is given by [27]:
v2
t
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where Fmax is the gas-phase depolarization for an infinitely long delay time and corresponds to
the measurement parameter MXTC-F, Dm (0.33 ? IO"5 cm2/s [27]) is the xenon diffusion constant
in the septal wall, and L-t is the average functional septal wall thickness. At technically feasible
delay times (> 5 ms), keeping only the first term in the infinite series is a good approximation:
/(t) = Fm0x (l -^e-£ ? (4.3)
where xc is the exchange-time constant with which the saturated dissolved-phase magnetization
is replenished:
*-/&. <4·4)
Fitting of the measured gas-phase depolarization to Eq. 4.3 permits extraction of the maximum
depolarization value MXTC-F and the exchange-time constant xc. At long delay times, all xenon
atoms saturated in the dissolved phase exchange with the gas phase and thus the depolarization
ratio {Fmax) divided by the partition coefficient (Ostwald solubility ?=0.1 [14]) yields the tissue-to-
alveolar-volume ratio:
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V¡ is the functional parenchymal tissue volume and Va is the alveolar gas volume. Note that
MXTC-derived parameters refer to the functional subset of structures in the lung parenchyma that
are directly involved in the gas exchange. We therefore use Vj, in order to distinguish it from the
purely structural definition of parenchymal tissue volume V1 defined in the field of ex-vivo histology.
Using the second fitting parameter, MXTC-S (MXTC-S=y^), and Eq. 4.4, the average functional
septal wall thickness Lj can be calculated as:
Li = y/zcDm ¦ p (4.6)
Since, in this study, MXTC was implemented with a non-selective saturation of the dissolved-
phase magnetization, no distinction is made between red blood cell and tissue compartments within
the parenchyma. Therefore the functional wall thickness refers to the entire septal wall.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 General Study Protocol
General Study Protocol for Rabbits
All animal protocols were approved by the University of Virginia Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. Animal experiments were performed with four New Zealand rabbits (R1-R4) weigh-
ing approximately 5 kg. The rabbits were anesthetized with a mixture of Xylazine 5 mg/kg and
Ketamine 50 mg/kg. The animals were then intubated with an endotracheal tube and placed in a
custom-made 129Xe transmit/receive birdcage RF coil (IGC Medical Advances, Milwaukee, WI).
At the beginning of each experiment, 20 ml or 40 ml of hyperpolarized 129Xe were dispensed from a
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large Tediar bag into a plastic syringe, which was used to ventilate rabbits starting at end-expiratory
volume. The valve connecting the endotracheal tube to the syringe was closed for the duration of
the experiment (~ 10-15 s). Animal studies were conducted on a 1.5-Tesla commercial whole-
body scanner (Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA), modified by the addition of a
broadband amplifier.
General Study Protocol for Human Subjects
For this preliminary study, four healthy, non-smoking subjects (H1-H4), two subjects with COPD
(Cl, C2) and one with asthma (Al) (Table 4.1) were recruited. All studies were performed under
a Physician's IND for imaging with HXe using a protocol approved by our Institutional Review
Board. Before each imaging procedure, written informed consent was obtained from the subject
after the nature of the procedure had been fully explained. Spirometry and an electrocardiogram
were performed immediately before and after the imaging session (Table 4.1). Oxygen saturation
levels and heart rate were monitored throughout the experiment. Before the subject was placed in
the RF coil, a test dose of xenon was administered. All subjects tolerated the test dose well although
some had mild central nervous system effects such as mild transient numbness or tingling, and
alterations in affect.
The total volume of generated HXe was distributed in 500 ml Tediar bags allowing for up to four
breath hold experiments. Gas mixtures given to human subjects for each breath hold consisted of
500 ml HXe, 150 ml oxygen and 100 ml room air. The oxygen and room air mixture was contained
in a second 500 ml Tediar bag, which was connected with the HXe bag by a Y-connector. The
subjects would inhale the gases from both bags simultaneously, ensuring a minimum concentration
of 21% oxygen in the lung. The subjects were asked to breath in the mixture starting at residual
lung volume (RV). One healthy subject (H3) was additionally imaged at total lung capacity (TLC)
by breathing in additional room air after the xenon-oxygen-air mixture was administered. Imaging
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studies for human subjects were conducted on a whole-body 3T MRI system (TIM Trio, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA), modified by the addition of a broadband amplifier. A custom
made 32-channel receive array coil with integrated asymmetric birdcage transmit coil was used for
human studies [123]. ADC and dissolved-phase studies were performed on a 1.5T MRI system
(Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA) using a flexible transmit/receive chest RF coil
(IGC Medical Advances, Milwaukee, WI).
ID Age Gender FEVi FEVi/FVC Healthy Status Acqu.
Hl 20 M 105 88 Healthy MXTC
H2 21 M 89 83 Healthy MXTC
H3 19 F 104 84 Healthy MXTC, Diss, ADC
H4 19 F 112 84 Healthy Diss
Cl 54 F 81 66 COPD MXTC, Diss, ADC
C2 42 F 71 66 COPD MXTC, Diss, ADC, CT
A 48 F 74 64 Asthmatic MXTC
Table 4. 1 : Human subject information.
4.3.2 Hyperpolarized-Gas Production
129Xe was polarized using a commercial prototype system (Xemed LLC, Durham, NH) [132] via
spin-exchange optical pumping ([133], [132], [29]). For each set of experiments, two liters of xenon
gas were accumulated in the frozen state. Subsequently, the gas was thawed into four 500-ml Tediar
bags for four breath-hold imaging experiments. In order to maintain at least 21% oxygen entering
the lungs, each HXe dose was administered together with an oxygen-air mixture as described above.
4.3.3 Imaging Protocols
The MXTC pulse sequence as outlined in Fig. 4-2 and described in the Background section was
implemented on a 3T MR scanner. In human studies, due to hardware limitations on the 3T scanner,
the flip angle for the saturation RF pulses was limited to a maximum of 75°, resulting in incomplete
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Saturation of xenon magnetization in the dissolved phase [140]. A correction factor for the compu-
tation of the XTC contrast maps was determined from spectroscopic XTC experiments performed at
1.5T by comparing the gas-phase depolarization for 75°saturation pulses to that for 90°pulses. (This
correction factor will be confirmed by additional studies in the future; while it affects the quantita-
tive values in MXTC maps it does not change their qualitative appearance. Further, knowledge of
the precise factor is not required to perform comparison of maps acquired in different subjects but
using identical experimental parameters.) For rabbit studies 90°saturation pulses were achieved.
For human studies, the imaging parameters for the four FLASH acquisitions in the MXTC pulse
sequence were: TR / TE 7.7 / 2.5 ms, image resolution 9.2 ? 9.2 ? 21-24 mm3, matrix 48 ? 30 ?
10, acceleration factor 3, reference lines 21, and receiver bandwidth 260 Hz/pixel. Non-selective,
500-^s, rectangular RF pulses with flip angles of G, Io, 2°and 4°were used for acquisitions Ii ,
I2, I3 and I4, respectively. The flip angles for I3 and I4 were higher to maintain adequate SNR.
Saturation pulses were 75°, 3-ms Gaussian RF pulses centered at the dissolved phase at 208 ppm.
Data was collected during two to four consecutive breath-hold acquisitions (with two XTC contrasts
per breath hold for human studies).
For rabbit studies only three FLASH acquisitions (one XTC contrast) were acquired per breath
hold. The imaging parameters for the animal studies were: TR / TE 6 / 3 ms, image resolution
3.5 ? 3.5 ? 7 mm3, matrix size 32 ? 28 ? 10, receiver bandwidth 260 Hz/pixel, imaging flip angles
G, 2°and 4°for the respective FLASH acquisitions. Up to eight breath holds were performed. To
minimize registration errors due to different breath-hold positions, identical xenon doses and breath-
hold maneuvers were used for each acquisition.
The details of the direct dissolved-phase acquisitions are explained in [25] and only briefly
described here. The dissolved-phase resonance of 129Xe is imaged directly by setting the RF trans-
mitter and receiver frequencies to the 208 ppm resonance. Carefully adjusting imaging parameters
such as flip angle (a narrow-bandwidth RF pulse is centered on the dissolvedphase resonance such
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that only a small side lobe of the RF-pulse profile excites the gas-phase resonance), bandwidth and
resolution allows to simultaneously acquire the chemically shifted images of gas-phase xenon (ven-
tilation) and dissolved-phase xenon (gas uptake). The ratio of the two images gives the normalized
dissolved-phase map. Imaging parameters for direct dissolved-phase imaging were: flip angle 20°,
TRTTE 50/2.8 ms, image resolution 12x12x20 mm3, matrix size 36x80, BW 100 Hz/pixel.
Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) imaging in humans has been studied extensively with
hyperpolarized 3He (e.g., [8], [9], [10], [141]) and successfully applied to probe alveolar size [H].
However, there is much less experience with ADC imaging in humans using HXe. In this study,
HXe short-time scale ADC maps were acquired using a standard interleaved, two b-value (0 and
10 s/cm2), slice-selective 2D-GRE implementation with a diffusion time of 3.2 ms. Other imaging
parameters were: TR / TE 14 / 10 ms, flip angle 7.5°, image resolution 5 ? 5 ? 30 mm3, matrix 96
? 66, slices 6, and receiver bandwidth 220 Hz/pixel. The first image (b=0 s/cm2) was used as a spin
density image to depict ventilation in subjects with lung disease.
CT data were obtained from a GE Light Speed 16 detector-row CT scanner (GE Medical Sys-
tems, Milwaukee, WI). Each scan was acquired during a short breath hold after the subject was told
to take a deep breath and hold it. Coronal image slices were reconstructed at 5-mm slice thick-
ness for the identification of emphysematous regions and additionally at 20-mm slice thickness for
comparison to hyperpolarized-gas imaging techniques.
We obtained a measurement for the absolute lung volumes in the human subjects using proton
MRI 3D TrueFISP acquisitions during breath holds at RV and TLC. Lung volume measurements
were done at a 1.5T MRI system (Avanto, Siemens Medical Solutions) and the receive coil was
a commercial 15-channel phased-array chest coil (Siemens Medical Solutions). Imaging parame-
ters were: TR/TE = 1.7 / 0.72 ms, image resolution 3.9 ? 3.9 ? 3 mm3, matrix 108 ? 128 ? 72,
acceleration factor 2, reference lines 24, BW 1 . 1 kHz/pixel.
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4.3.4 Data Analysis
The raw k-space data were transferred from the MRI scanner and analyzed offline using MATLAB
(MathWorks Natick, MA). Images from accelerated k-space acquisitions in human studies were
reconstructed with the GRAPPA algorithm [116]. Regions of noise and low SNR in the recon-
structed spin density images were removed with a threshold mask. From each breath hold data set
one (rabbit) or two (human) XTC depolarization maps were calculated according to Eq. 4.1. As
described earlier, depolarization maps were multiplied by a correction factor of 1 .5 to account for
the 75°saturation pulses in human studies. The complete MXTC data set, consisting of depolar-
ization maps for several delay times, was fit on a voxel-by-voxel basis to Eq. 4.3 using nonlinear
weighted least-square fitting. The fitting weights were the measurement errors of the depolarization
maps. These were estimated using the standard deviation within each image slice. This is a valid
approximation under the assumption that in the relatively large voxels not structural features but
only measurement uncertainty determines the in-plane variation in the maps. The quality of each
voxel fit was evaluated using the distribution of the reduced x2-statistics (ß(?2/?, v), where ? are
the degrees of freedom). Poor voxel fits with a large ?2 (Q < 0.05) were rejected and corresponding
voxel fit parameters were marked as invalid and excluded from further analysis.
Maps for the two fitting parameters, the maximum depolarization MXTC-F and the square root
of the time constant MXTC-S (S = y/%), were obtained. Using Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6, physiological
microstructure parameters were calculated from the fitting parameters.
The direct dissolved-phase images were masked and the ratio of the registered dissolved-phase
and gas-phase images was obtained.
ADC maps for human studies were calculated using the noise-masked image ratio (Iadc,2/Iadc,i)
and b-value (10 s/cm2):
blADC,\
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where Iadc,\ and Iadc,2 are the signal intensities in the b=0 and b=10 s/cm2 images, respectively.
For COPD subject C2, CT data were reconstructed coronally for comparison with the coronal MR
acquisitions. Regions of emphysema were defined as pixels in the lung with an attenuation less than
-950 HU [43].
Proton images for lung volume estimation were reconstructed offline in MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA). After both, automatic and manual thresholding, pixels within the lung volume were
counted and multiplied by the voxel volume. The same reconstruction was applied to the first
P7LASH image in the MXTC acquisition to obtain an estimate of the absolute lung volume during
the MXTC experiment. Errors from automatic and manual thresholding as well as due to partial
volume effects were estimated by repeated analysis with varying threshold levels and were found to
be within a few percent.
4.3.5 Statistical Analysis
In order to investigate the dependency of the microstructure parameters on lung volume, an un-
paired two-tailed Students t-test was applied comparing distribution means of the high lung volume
experiment to the low lung volume experiment. At constant lung volume, one-way ANOVA was
used to analyze the effect of image slice number in order to assess the parameter dependency along
the gravitational direction. We further quantified the gravitational parameter dependence by linear
fitting of parameter value medians of each image slice as a function of anterior-posterior (AP) posi-
tion, starting at the most posterior partition. Significance of the slope of the linear fit was evaluated
using Students t-test, comparing the slope to zero. The slope of the linear fit (AP-gradient) was nor-
malized using (AX/X) /Ah, where AX is the absolute parameter change over the positional change
Ah along the AP direction and X is the median parameter value.
In order to quantify the extent of agreement between different imaging modalities, each image
was segmented into eight regions of interest (ROIs) and the correlation of values corresponding
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to the ROIs from different imaging modalities was determined. The strength of correlation was
quantified using Spearmans rank correlation coefficient p.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Estimation of Absolute Lung Volume
The subtle effects of lung microstructure deformation, which we seek to study using MXTC, strongly
depend on lung inflation. Results for volume measurements based on proton MRI TrueFISP acqui-
sitions are illustrated in Fig. 4-3 and Table 4.2. We compared our experimental results to predicted
ventilation lung volumes for healthy subjects considering height and age [142]. There is some
uncertainty associated with the method of pixel counting (threshold level, partial volume effects),
however a far greater variability originated in the degree of subject effort. This is evident from
the fact, that the measured vital capacity (VC=TLC-RV) is generally less than predicted [142] and
varied strongly among subjects. The lung volume analysis suggested that the actual lung volume
during MXTC was close to the predicted Functional Residual Capacity (FRC).
Lung Volumes [Liter]
ID Sex Age Height TLC TLC RV RV FRC XTC
pred. meas. pred. meas. pred. meas
Hl m 20 175 63 5^2 L5 1/7 32 3?~
H2 m 21 175 6.9 3.8 1.5 2.0 3.2 4.0
H3 f 19 164 5.0 5.0 1.3 1.5 2.7 3.0
H3 TLC 4.7
Table 4.2: Absolute lung volume estimation for MXTC studies. Total lung Volumes (Vtot) for three
healthy subjects included in the MXTC study are measured by thresholding and pixel counting of
3D-TrueFISP proton MRI scans. Predicted values from an empirical reference [142] correspond to
ventilation volumes (Va). Also shown is the measured total lung volume from the MXTC experi-
ment. Assuming that Vtoi = Va + V1 and V, = const, the vital capacity VC=TLC-RV can be compared.
VC measured was found to be lower in all cases than VC predicted from [142], most likely due to
subject effort.
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Figure 4-3: Absolute lung volume estimation for MXTC studies. Estimation of absolute lung vol-
umes by pixel counting. Subjects were asked to hold their breath at RV and at TLC for a TrueFISP
proton acquisition. A threshold mask was applied and the absolute lung volumes were calculated
by pixel counting. Results show that absolute lung volumes during scanning strongly depend on
subject cooperation, i.e. RV measured (blue) was higher than RV predicted, TLC measured (red)
was lower than TLC predicted [142]. Subject H3 is on MRI measured absolute volumes within 300
cc of the predicted values [142], whereas on the other extreme subject H2, when asked to breath to
TLC was 3 liters below predicted TLC. The analysis shows that during low volume XTC experi-
ments (RV + oxygen, air, xenon mixture), subjects were approximately at FRC, i.e. ~ 50% TLC
(H1-H3, green). For the TLC XTC experiment (H3 TLC) lung volume analysis shows consistency
between absolute lung volume measured during XTC and during proton scanning and, as expected,
a clear difference in lung volume to proton scanning at RV.
4.4.2 Curve Fitting Quality
Representative voxel fits are shown in Fig. 4-4.
After voxel-by-voxel curve fitting of MXTC data, a p-value was calculated to assess the fit
quality (p=l-Q, see chapter 4.3.4). A respective p-value map is shown in Fig. 4-5 for subject H3.
The center slices show higher p-values (lower fit quality), probably due to the decreased SNR for
center partitions due to the sensitivity profile of the array receive coil. Another area of low fit quality
is around the edges of the lung, especially close to the diaphragm and around the heart, most likely
caused by motion (arrows in Fig 4-5).
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Figure 4-4: Representative MXTC voxel fits. For healthy subject H3 showing voxel data and fit in






Figure 4-5: Maps of fitting quality of MXTC data. The quality of fit is illustrated for each image
voxel by a p-value calculated from the x2-statistics of the weighted fit result. Large p-values corre-
spond to large fitting error ?2. The maps show regions of low fit quality around the edges of the lung
and around the heart possibly caused by motion (white arrows in (b)). During the TLC experiment
SNR was lower resulting in overall decreased fit quality, especially at the center partitions since the
sensitivity of the surface coil receivers decreases with distance (white arrows in (a)).
4.4.3 Microstructure Parameter Maps in Healthy Lung Physiology
Maps for the fitting parameters MXTC-F and MXTC-S are shown for human subject H3 and rabbit
R2 in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7. At the low lung volume (Fig. 4-6/4-7 a,b) we observed a homogeneous
distribution of microstructure parameter values within each image slice and a gradient along the









pendent lung regions in the supine position. At the high lung volume (Fig. 4-6/4-7 c,d) all three
parameter maps have lower values throughout the lung and the anterior-posterior (AP) gradient is
less apparent. In order to rule out experimental error, one subject was also imaged prone for a single,
long exchange time (60 ms) at low lung volume and we observed increased depolarization values
towards the anterior images, which correspond to the dependent lung region in the prone position
(Fig. 4-8).
A summary of whole lung median and standard deviation of microstructure parameters is given
in Table 4.3. Assuming that within an image, i.e. within the iso-gravitational plane, the variation
in the parameter distribution is due to random error only and not due to lung structure heterogene-
ity, the standard deviation of the respective fitting parameter distribution can be interpreted as an
upper bound estimate for a confidence interval on the single voxel fitting parameter. The smallest
standard deviations were found in subject H2. The fact that error estimates differ among subjects
is due to the influence of external sources of error, such as motion or SNR due to variations in gas
polarization levels. From the H2 data and using Eq. 4.5 and 4.6, we conclude that MXTC has the
potential to determine tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio and septal wall thickness with an accuracy
better than 2% (corresponding to the standard deviation of MXTC-F: STD(MXTC-F)=0.2 %) and
0.9 /mi (STD(MXTC-S)=0.5 ras05) respectively.
4.4.4 Parameter Dependence on Lung Height and Ventilation Volume in Healthy
Lung Physiology
Considering the whole lung at different ventilation volumes, we found that the means of the param-
eter distributions for both, MXTC-F and MXTC-S, were significantly lower at higher lung volume.
Using a two-tailed Students t-test the differences were found to be significant with p-values <
0.0001 in human and rabbit studies.
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Figure 4-6: MXTC parameter maps for a healthy human subject at two different iung volumes.
Maps for tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio parameter MXTC-F, and septal wall thickness parameter
MXTC-S are obtained from MXTC curve fitting (subject H3). At the lower lung volume (RV+)
(a,b) elevated parameter values were found in dependent lung regions (posterior partitions). At
TLC (c,cl)s parameter values are generally lower and appear ?? be moire homogeneous througr.
the lung.
MXTC-F MXTC-S
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Figure 4-7: MXTC parameter maps for a rabbit ventilated to two different lung volumes. Parameter
maps for tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio parameter MXTC-F, and septal wall thickness parameter
MXTC-S are shown. As for the human results an anterior-posterior (AP) gradient is clearly visible







Figure 4-8: XTC depolarization maps for healthy subject H3 in the supine (a) and prone (b) position.
While in the supine position higher depolarization values in the posterior (P) partitions indicate
increased tissue density. This effect is consistent with the gravity-induced compression of dependent
lung regions. In the prone position the orientation of the depolarization gradient is reversed as
expected, since now the dependent lung regions are the anterior partitions. Also clearly visible is
the better quality of the maps at 3T (a) compared to the 1.5T (b) experiment due to the RF coil
(at 1.5T a custom made transmit/receive wrap coil was used with inferior Bl homogeneity and
volumetric coverage compared to the 3T coil, a 32-channel phased-array receive and integrated
asymmetric birdcage transmit coil).
one-way ANOVA. In human subjects at the low lung volume, the effect of AP-position accounted
for 42-60 % (2-11%) of the total variation in the MXTC-F (MXTC-S) parameter variation. At TLC
the effect of AP-position was less, accounting for 14% (2%) of the MXTC-F (MXTC-S) parameter
variation. In rabbits at the low volume lung, AP-position accounted for 20-28% (0-6%) and at the
high lung volume for 3-20% (1-3%) for the variation in MXTC-F (MXTC-S). All ANOVA results
were significant (p-value < 0.005).
To further illustrate the gradient in the gravitational direction we plotted the median parameter
values of each image as a function of AP-position (human, Fig. 4-9 and rabbits, Fig. 4-10). A
summary of results from linear fitting of parameter value versus AP-position for all three subjects
are shown in Table 4.3. For the tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio parameter MXTC-F, the mean value
± standard deviation for the normalized slope in three subjects at the low lung volume (RV+) was

















































Hl H2 H3 Mean Std
3.2 3.5 3.1 3.3 0.2
1.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.4
1.0 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.3
1.7 0.3 0.9 1.0 0.7
-4.5 -1.0 -2.8 -2.8 1.7
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Table 4.3: MXTC results for healthy subjects (H1-H3) and rabbits (R1-R4) at two different venti-
lation volumes. For individual subject/rabbit parameter values MXTC-F and MXTC-S are given as
whole lung (WL) median and standard deviation (STD), the minimum standard deviation for one
partition (Min Part STD) to estimate the error for voxel parameter estimation, the absolute differ-
ence between most anterior and most posterior image slice (Diff AP), anterior-posterior slope of
linear fitting of median parameter value as function of lung height (image slice number) normalized
to whole lung median (AP-slope, multiplied by 100 to report as parameter change in %/cm) and
the p-value of the AP-slope obtained by comparing to zero slope using Student's t-test. Mean and
standard deviation are also given for subject/rabbit population at respective lung volumes.
for the septal wall thickness parameter MXTC-S at RV+ (- 2.8 ±1.7 %/cm) was about a factor two
lower than the volume ratio (MXTC-F) slope at the same lung volume. AU slopes were statistically
significant (p-value < 0.05), except for the slope of parameter MXTC-S at TLC (p-value = 0.335).
For rabbits the normalized slope for MXTC-F was - 18.4 ± 2.9 %/cm at low ventilation volume
and, similar to the human results, by approximately a factor two lower at high volume with - 9. 1 ±



















Figure 4-9: AP parameter dependence for healthy subjects at two different lung volumes. The
median parameter values for each partition are plotted as a function of lung height: MXTC-F (a) and
MXTC-S (b) for subjects H1-H3 at FRC (blue) and H3 at TLC (black). Errorbars are the standard
error of the mean. The curves show an AP gradient for parameter values at low lung volume (blue),



























Figure 4-10: The mean parameter values (errorbars are the standard deviation of four rabbit mean
values) as a function of lung height for four rabbits: MXTC-F (a) and MXTC-S (b) at 20 cc (blue)
and 40 cc ventilation (black). As in the human results the AP gradient is more pronounced during
the low volume experiment for MXTC-F, but no volume dependence of the gradient was found for
MXTC-S. However, especially for MXTC-S, differences among rabbits are large as indicated by
the errorbars.
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4.4.5 Results in Subjects with Lung Disease Compared to Healthy Subjects
Spin Density Maps in Subjects with Lung Disease
Spin density images as discussed earlier depict ventilation. For the two COPD subjects included in
this study ventilation images are shown in Fig. 4-11. Only few ventilation defects are visible on
the spin density image of COPD subject Cl. For COPD subject C2 no distinct defects, but minor
shading indicates lower ventilation in the upper right lobe of anterior images.
COPD 1
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Figure 4-11: HXe spin density images showing regional ventilation in subjects Cl and C2. Ven-
tilation appears relatively homogeneous with only few defects for COPD subject Cl (a) and few
defects in most posterior slice as well as slightly less ventilated upper right lobe in anterior slices of
COPD subject C2 (b).
MXTC Parameters in Subjects with Lung Disease Compared to Healthy Subjects
Maps of the two MXTC parameters from healthy subjects (subjects H1-H3) were generally homo-
geneous within each coronal image slice, but increased values were observed towards the posterior
of the lung (Fig. 4-12 a, b). This observation is consistent with the effect of gravity-induced lung-
tissue compression in dependent lung regions [87] [88] [143] [144] [145], which are the posterior
image slices for a subject in supine position. The MXTC parameter maps from the two COPD
subjects Cl (GOLD stage I, FEV1/FVC = 0.66, FEVl = 81% predicted) and C2 (GOLD stage II,
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FEVl/FVC = 0.66, FEVl = 71% predicted) appeared to be considerably more heterogeneous (Fig.
4-12 e, f [subject Cl] and g, h [subject C2]). Further, the parameter maps for the COPD subjects
differed from those of the healthy subjects and also from each other. For the asthmatic subject (Fig.
4-12 c, d [subject Al]), the maps for the tissue density parameter MXTC-F appeared similar to
healthy subjects. The values for the septal thickness parameter MXTC-S were elevated throughout
the lung in all three subjects with lung disease (Fig. 4-12 d, f, h) compared to healthy subjects (Fig.
4-12 b).
To analyze differences among the parameter maps in more detail, we quantified the anterior-
posterior parameter dependence by plotting the median MXTC parameter values for each image
slice as a function of lung height (Fig. 4-13). Linear fitting showed that all healthy subjects had
a statistically significant (p < 0.05) negative AP-gradient slope for the MXTC-F parameter. A
negative slope corresponds to increased parameter values in posterior images, consistent with the
gravitational tissue-compression effect. In contrast, COPD subject Cl did not exhibit a significant
AP-slope for the MXTC-F parameter (Fig. 4-12 e, Fig. 4-13 a and Table 4.4), while COPD subject
C2 had increased MXTC-F parameter values in posterior images. However, the AP dependence for
subject C2 was not statistically significant (Fig. 4-12 g, 4-13 a and Table 4.4). This subject also
had regions of decreased MXTC-F (Fig. 4-12 g) within images, resulting in overall lower median
values for anterior images compared to the parameter range in healthy subjects (Fig. 4-13 a). The
results for the asthmatic subject Al (FEVl/FVC = 0.64, FEVl = 74% predicted) was similar to the
results of the normal subjects for the MXTC-F parameter with a significant, negative slope along
the AP direction (Fig. 4-12 c, 4-13 a and Table 4.4).
The AP-slope for the wall-thickness parameter MXTC-S was statistically significant and nega-
tive for all three healthy subjects (H1-H3), but the relative changes were less than those associated
with the AP-slope for MXTC-F (Fig. 4-13, Table 4.4). For subjects C2 and Al, the slope of the
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Figure 4-12: MXTC parameter maps for subjects with lung disease compared to a healthy subject.
The MXTC-F parameter map, which represents regional tissue to alveolar-volume ratio, clearly
shows increased parameter values in posterior images for healthy subject Hl (a) and similar for
asthmatic subject Al (c). In contrast for COPD subject Cl no substantial variation in parameter
values along the anterior-posterior direction (e) is observed. For COPD subject C2 regions of de-
creased parameter values in the upper portions of anterior images (g) are apparent. The second
MXTC parameter, MXTC-S, exhibits increased values in posterior images for the healthy subject
(b), similar to MXTC-F, whereas the anterior-posterior dependence appears reversed in subject Cl
(f). Compared to the healthy subject, MXTC-S in all subjects with lung disease appears elevated
throughout the whole lung (d, f, h).
Cl the slope was found to be positive, corresponding to increased parameter values in the non-
dependent anterior images (Fig. 4-13 b, Table 4.4). For the subjects with lung disease, the medians
of the MXTC-S parameter were elevated either in all coronal images (subject C2), or in all but the















Figure 4-13: Dependence of MXTC parameters on lung height for subjects with lung disease. The
median values of MXTC-F (a) and MXTC-S (b) for each image are plotted as a function of anterior-
posterior (AP) position, measured from the most posterior image. Data from the healthy subjects
(H1-H3) are shown in gray shading, while data from the COPD subjects (Cl, C2) and asthmatic
subject (Al) are plotted explicitly. For MXTC-F, the AP-dependence for Al appears comparable
to that for H1-H3, whereas Cl does not show any AP dependence and C2 has lower parameter
values in anterior images (a). The MXTC-S parameter appears elevated for the subjects with lung
disease (Cl, C2, Al), especially in the anterior images, due to the absence of an AP-dependence in
comparison to the healthy subjects (H1-H3) (b).
MXTC-F Compared to Other Imaging Techniques
For the normalized dissolved-phase ratio (i.e. dissolved-phase signal divided by gas-phase signal),
the AP dependence was analyzed analogously to the MXTC analysis (Fig. 4-14, Table 4.4). As for
the MXTC-F parameter, the AP-slope of the DP ratio data was negative and statistically significant
for two healthy subjects (p-value < 0.01, H3 and H4 in Table 4.4). The AP dependence of the DP
ratio data for subject C2 was comparable to the healthy subjects, whereas for subject Cl the AP
slope was positive (p-value < 0.01, Table 4.4 and Fig. 4-14).
The CT data for subject C2 demonstrated a statistically significant and positive dependence
on lung height, in concordance with MXTC-F and DP results in this subject. Analysis of the AP
dependence of ADC measurements did not show a significant slope in any of the three subjects in
whom ADC imaging was performed (H3, Cl, C2, Table 4.4).
From the CT data for subject C2, we identified regions of emphysema by applying a threshold of
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ID Hl H2 H3 H4 Cl C2 Al
Age [y] 20 21 19 19 54 42 48
Gender MMFFFF F
Health Status Healthy Healthy Healthy Healthy COPD COPD Asthmatic
FEVl[%pred] 105 89 104 112 81 71 74
FEV1/FVC 0.88 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.66 0.66 0.64
MXTC-F Med(Std)[%] 1.1(0.5) 1.4(0.4) 1.4(0.5) 1.2(0.3) 0.9(0.5) 1.3(0.3)
AP-slope [%/cm] -7.0 -5.9 -7.0 0.0 -9.1 -4.4
p-value 0.015 0.001 0.017 0.940 0.067 0.003
MXTC-S Med(Std)[ms05] 3.2(1.6) 3.5(0.9) 3.1(1.0) 4.1(1.6) 4.6(0.9) 3.9(1.0)
AP-slope [%/cm] -4.5 -1.0 -2.8 1.7 -0.2 0.2
p-value 0.015 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.301 0.743
DP Med(Std) 1.6(0.6) 1.3(0.4) 1.6(0.4) 1.3(0.5)
AP-slope [%/cm] -8.8 -6.5 1.3 -6.9
p-value 0.002 0.000 0.008 0.002
ADC Med(Std) *le2[cm2/s] 3.8(1.5) 5.0(1.9) 6.0(2.9)
AP-slope [%/cm] -0.4 0.0 3.1




Table 4.4: MXTC, ADC, DP and CT results for healthy subjects and subjects with lung disease.
Results given for healthy subjects (H1-H4), subjects with COPD (Cl, C2) and asthmatic subject
(Al) include whole lung parameter median (Med) and standard deviation (Std), anterior-posterior
(AP) slope of linear fitting of median parameter value as function of lung height normalized to
whole lung median, multiplied by 100 and the p-value of the AP-slope obtained by comparing to
zero slope using Student's t-test.
-950 HU (Fig. 4-15). These data were treated as the gold standard to locate regions of emphysema
[43] in this particular subject and compared to results from the HXe imaging techniques. Parame-
ter maps for MXTC-F, DP and ADC appeared qualitatively similar to the CT data, with regions of
abnormally low (MXTC-F, DP) or high (ADC) parameter values identifying emphysematous tissue
destruction in the upper lobes of this subject (white arrows in Fig. 4-16). Regional comparisons
among MXTC-F, DP, ADC and CT in COPD subject C2 resulted in high correlations (Spearman's
? = 0.77-0.94) (Fig. 4-17). For COPD subject Cl regional comparison among imaging modali-
ties resulted in lower correlations (p = 0.25-0.59), most likely because the parameter distribution in
this subject was fairly homogeneous throughout the lung and did not show distinct regional differ-
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Figure 4-14: Dependence of dissolved-phase ratio (DP) parameter on lung height. Similar to
MXTC-F the DP partition medians show an AP-dependence for healthy subjects (H3, H4 in gray)
and subject C2 but not for subject Cl.
Figure 4-15: CT data analysis for COPD subject C2. A threshold mask (overlay in red) at -950 HU
reveals areas of emphysema in the upper lobes of anterior images.
MXTC-F/DP and ADC (p=0.1 1/0.22) because ADC, unlike MXTC-F and DP did not show an AP
dependence.
Histograms in Fig. 4-18 reveal distinct differences in the parameter distributions of healthy and
emphysematous regions in subject C2.
4.5 Discussion
In this preliminary study we have shown that MXTC has the potential to provide a regional assess-
ment of gas exchange and yields two parameters linked to physiologically important characteristics
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Figure 4-16: Results from CT and HXe imaging methods for COPD subject C2. The different
imaging techniques depict emphysema in the same regions of the lung, which is characterized as
decreased parameter values in MXTC-F (a), CT (b) and DP (c) and increased parameter values in
ADC (d).
to-alveolar-volume, and 2) MXTC-S, which is proportional to the functional septal wall thickness
and also reflects xenon diffusivity in the septa. Acquiring both parameters simultaneously allows a
change in relative tissue density (MXTC-F), induced by a change in the number of alveolar walls per
unit volume (e.g., emphysematous tissue destruction resulting in enlarged air spaces), to be discrim-
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Figure 4-17: Regional correlation between HXe imaging techniques and CT. ROIs are obtained by
dividing each coronal image as shown. Median parameter values for respective ROIs are compared
for all techniques. Based on Spearmans value, excellent correlation was found in all cases.
to high ventilation volumes or a thickening in patients reflecting parenchymal inflammation, fibrosis
or other processes that affect the septal wall thickness).
The practical application of MXTC was facilitated by increased HXe polarization levels [132]
[29], as well as by advances in RF coil technology [123]. A custom-made phased-array human-
chest receiver RF coil permitted a reduction in acquisition time by parallel imaging, which allowed
us to encode two delay-time points in a single breath hold. An integrated birdcage transmit coil
provided increased Bl -excitation homogeneity, which is crucial for unbiased contrast generation.
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Figure 4-18: Comparison of parameter distributions in emphysematous (dark bars in plots) and
healthy (light bars in plots) ROIs for the imaging methods. Emphysematous ROIs were defined in
anterior partitions as indicated by white arrows.
4.5.1 Absolute Lung Volumes
Since morphometric parameters such as volume and surface densities in the lung strongly depend
on inflation volume, considering the absolute lung volume is crucial while comparing results from
different studies. Based on a volume analysis by pixel counting of MRI 3D acquisitions, we found
that our studies at the low lung volume were at approximately FRC absolute volume. This is con-
sistent with the fact that our results at the low volume are a factor of two higher (corresponding to
half the ventilation volume and assuming tissue content is constant) compared to the TLC results.
In future studies absolute lung volumes such as TLC can be determined in a pulmonary function lab
for each individual subject, while the absolute lung volume during imaging could be obtained by
interleaving the MXTC pulse sequence with a fast proton image acquisition, e.g. during the contrast
generation phase. The interleaved proton acquisition data could be further used to register MXTC
data from different breath holds in order to reduce the uncertainty in parameter estimation.
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4.5.2 Parameter Uncertainty
The ?-value map, which characterizes regional fitting quality (Fig. 4-5), indicates that fitting qual-
ity is decreased in regions affected by motion (close to the diaphragm and close to the lung bor-
ders) and regions of low SNR (in center slices, due to the receive arrays surface coil sensitivity
profile). In future studies motion errors could be addressed using the interleaved proton acquisi-
tion approach mentioned earlier in combination with image registration algorithms. Further, the
interleaved scheme would offer opportunities for acquisition optimization to improve SNR, e.g.
collecting multiple XTC contrast maps while continuously breathing HXe (free breathing).
As discussed earlier, the standard deviation of the fitting parameter distribution within an iso-
gravitational image slice provides an upper bound for fitting parameter uncertainty for individual
voxels. Converting our best human results (H2) to physiological parameters, we can therefore
conclude that MXTC has the potential to determine in vivo functional tissue-to-alveolar-volume
ratio with an accuracy better than 2 % and functional septal thickness better than 0.9 µp?.
4.5.3 Functional Microstructure in Healthy Subjects and Rabbits




Figure 4-19: Schematic of gravity induced tissue compression. In dependent regions lung tissue
is compressed in response to the weight of the lung. The effect is more pronounced at the supine
position. Adapted from [146]
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The compression of lung structures at low ventilation volumes in the dependent regions, caused
by the lungs own weight (Fig. 4-19), is a well known effect and was also observed in various imag-
ing studies [86] [134] [25] [143] [145] [147] [148] [149] [144] [94] [87] [88]. For our experiments
the subjects were usually placed inside the MR scanner in a supine position and, as a result, the di-
rection of non-dependent to dependent lung regions is from anterior to posterior images. In order to
demonstrate the sensitivity of MXTC to assess lung microstructure, we quantified the AP-gradient
of MXTC parameters in healthy subjects and rabbits. The normalized slope along the gravitational
direction for the tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio parameter MXTC-F was - 6.6%/cm for human data
and a factor of 2 lower at TLC, indicating decreased lung compliance at higher ventilation volume
impeding the subtle gravitational tissue deformation. Our result at low lung volume is ~ 30% higher
than reported whole lung density gradients, measured at FRC with proton MRI (-4.9 ±1.9 %/cm
[145]), at RV using CT (-4.4 %/cm, [147]) and during quiet breathing with PET (-5 ± 1.2 %/cm,
[148]) and SPECT (-5.1 %/cm, [149]). An important difference between MXTC-F AP-gradients
and whole lung density gradients is that MXTC-F considers parenchymal structures only, whereas
proton MRI, CT and transmission PET measure whole lung density gradients, which also include
larger and consequently more rigid extra-parenchymal structures. In light of these considerations,
the fact that our result is ~ 30% higher, is in excellent agreement with a PET study result from
Brudin et.al. [144], who found that correcting for extra-capillary blood volume increases the AP-
gradient by 30%.
The deformation of parenchymal lung microstructure in the supine position has been previously
observed using other hyperpolarized gas MR techniques such as ADC and q-space measurements,
which probe alveolar size. However, either only overall trends were observed [94] [87] or the
vertical slope was less than half of our result and the literature values (~ -2 %/cm, calculated from
[86] [88]). Also in recent studies of direct dissolved-phase imaging of HXe, AP-gradients were
observed, indicating increased HXe uptake in dependent lung regions [134] [25].
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Comparing our results for the vertical density gradient in rabbit and human studies, we found
that the normalized slopes for the tissue-to-alveolar-volume parameter in the rabbit experiments
are approximately three times the values found in human studies (Table 4.4). This is consistent
with the result obtained by Davidson et. al. [150], who found that lung compliance in rabbits is
approximately 2.5 times greater than in man.
We also observed gravitational gradients for the septal wall thickness parameter MXTC-S, how-
ever these were considerably lower than the MXTC-F gradients. The observation, that inflation
volume and gravitational tissue deformation has an effect not only on the tissue-to-alveolar-volume
ratio parameter, but also on the septal wall thickness parameter, indicates that the lung microstruc-
tural response is not only folding and unfolding, but also relaxation and distention of alveolar septa
(Fig. 4-20).
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Figure 4-20: Micrograph of rabbit lung at 40% TLC lung inflation (a) and at TLC (b). At TLC
alveolar air spaces are larger and septal walls appear thinner (stretched). Adapted from [151].
The Tissue-to-Alveolar-Volume Ratio Parameter MXTC-F
The gold standard for a quantitative assessment of lung structure is the use of stereological meth-
ods applied to ex vivo tissue samples [152]. The stereological method, which is the definition of
physical properties of 3D structure from 2D sections, considers several levels: level 1 distinguishes
parenchyma from non-parenchyma (10-15% [152]), level 2 differentiates between tissue septa and
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alveolar and duct air spaces, level 3 assesses the capillary blood and alveolo-capillary tissue com-
partments within tissue septa and level 4 refers to tissue composition (epithelium, endothelium and
interstitium) (Fig. 4-21).





























Figure 4-21: Classification of stereology levels. The schematic further shows the volumetric com-
ponents associated with the respective level. Adapted from [30].
In this study, V¡/Va derived from MXTC-F measures the septal volume (no distinction between
tissue and blood compartments in non-selective XTC as implemented in this study) divided by total
ventilation volume. The MXTC contrast however is exclusively derived from septal structures par-
ticipating in gas transfer occurring between alveolar air spaces and alveolar septal walls. Therefore
the reference space for MXTC parameters could be classified as a functional subspace of level 2. As
a result MXTC-F derived V(/Va (here the tilde refers to functional volume) is expected to be lower
than the parenchymal Vt/Va derived from histology. In concordance with these considerations, Vj/Va
derived from MXTC was lower than literature results obtained by histology. For rabbits, derived
from MXTC-F yielded 0.19 - 0.24 at low lung volume (FRC + 20 ml ~ 55% TLC [150] [153]) and
0.12 - 0.18 at high lung volume (FRC + 40 ml ~ 70% TLC [150] [153]). As expected these results
are lower than parenchymal septal volume fraction reported by Knudsen et.al., who obtained 0.26
for at 40% TLC and 0.19 at 80% TLC [153].
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The Septal Thickness Parameter MXTC-S
The calculation of mean septal wall thickness from the second parameter MXTC-S, requires knowl-
edge of the diffusion constant Dm for 129Xe in tissue structures (Eq. 4.6). Using a previously
estimated value for Dm in XTC studies (Dm = 0.33 ? IO-5 cm2/s [27]), we obtained 5.5 - 6.3 µp? for
human data at low lung volume. These results are comparable to literature values for mean septal
wall thickness, which report 5-8 µp? [152] [44]. MXTC as applied in this study does not distinguish
between the blood and tissue resonances of dissolved-phase xenon. Therefore, the average thickness
measured by xenon exchange averages over capillary diameter (~ 10 µt? [39]) and air-blood barrier
structures (~ 3.5 µp? human, ~ 1.2 µp? rabbits [154]). The average septal wall thickness for rabbits
is expected to be ~ 1 - 2 µp? thinner than for humans. However, we measured slightly higher values
with 8.3 µp? at 20 ml ventilation and 7.5 µp? at 40 ml ventilation.
One factor of uncertainty in the calculation of the septal wall thickness is the error associated
with the estimated value of the xenon diffusion constant within the lung tissue. The value we are
using was calculated from the spectroscopically determined time constant for pulmonary HXe gas
exchange and literature values for mean septal wall thickness [27] with the underlying assumption
of a homogeneous wall composition. However, lung structures consist of various components, such
as collagen, elastin, fibroblasts, basement membranes, capillaries, etc. in relative composition that
varies between species [154]. Also, the neglected association and disassociation of xenon atoms
with hemoglobin molecules will yield an effective diffusion constant that is lower than the true
diffusion constant. Therefore, the estimated diffusion constant we used can only serve to obtain a
rough estimate of the mean septal wall thickness and does not permit valid inter-species compar-
isons. In the future, a more comprehensive assessment of the composite parenchymal structure can
be achieved by using MXTC MRI to selectively encode contrast for the individual dissolved-phase
resonances of red blood cells, plasma and tissue [65].
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4.5.4 Functional Microstructure in Subjects with Obstructive Lung Disease
Main findings were the excellent regional correlation of MXTC-F with HXe ADC MR imaging as
well as with CT in one subject, and the observation of increased MXTC-S, indicating parenchymal
thickening possibly due to inflammation, in subjects with lung disease compared to healthy subjects.
The Tissue-to-Alveolar-Volume Ratio Parameter MXTC-F
Emphysematous lung is defined as an "[...] abnormal, permanent enlargement of air spaces dis-
tal to the terminal bronchiole, accompanied by the destruction of their walls [...]" [42]. These
pathological changes in lung microstructure were assessed in COPD subject 2 (GOLD stage II) by
two imaging modalities that are sensitive to tissue density (MXTC-F and CT) and one that reflects
airspace size (HXe ADC). For the emphysematous regions identified in this subject, we found ex-
cellent regional correlation between the experimental HXe imaging techniques and the clinically
established imaging modality CT. However, since MXTC-F is based on xenon gas exchange in
the lung parenchyma, this parameter represents true functional information, whereas both CT and
ADC imaging represent structure, which only indirectly leads to lung function information via the
structure-function relationship. Unlike COPD subject C2, subject Cl (GOLD stage I) exhibited no
distinct regions in the MXTC-F maps that were consistent with the expected appearance of emphy-
sema. On the other hand, this subject appeared distinctly different from healthy subjects due to the
absence of a gravity-induced AP-gradient in median MXTC-F values.
The Septal Thickness Parameter MXTC-S
The functional importance of MXTC-S is evident, given that an increase in alveolar wall thickness is
a known factor in diminishing the efficiency of gas exchange. In this study, the MXTC-S parameter
in subjects with lung disease was found to be higher than that in healthy subjects. Vlahovic and
colleagues ([155]) have already found a significant correlation between the degree of emphysema
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Figure 4-22: Increased interstitial thickness with degree of emphysema, (a) Correlation of Lm with
the average thickness of the alveolar interstitial matrix. Matrix is expressed as volume per unit
surface area of alveolar epithelial basement membrane, (b) Light microscopic photomicrograph
of normal human lung. The section was stained with toluidine blue. Bar = 200 µp?. (c) Light
microscopic section showing the enlargement of gas exchange spaces that is characteristic for em-
physema. This example illustrates the pattern of thickened interstitium observed in emphysematous
lesions in human lungs. The section was stained with toluidine blue. Bar = 200 µp?. Adapted from
[155].
The same study also revealed an increase in the amounts of elastin and collagen relative to other
constituents in the membranes. This raises the question as to whether the increase in MXTC-S is
due to an increase in membrane thickness or due to a change in xenon diffusivity caused by the
compositional change of the septal walls.
Our result in a healthy human subject showed that MXTC-S decreased with increased ventila-
tion volume. According to Eq. 4.6, the observed change of 0.6 ms05 in MXTC-S1 corresponds
Whole lung median for MXTC-S = 3.1 ms05 at low lung volume, whereas at TLC whole lung median MXTC-S =
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to a change in septal wall thickness by 1.1 µp?. Since the two measurements were obtained in the
same subject at two different lung volumes, the change in MXTC-S must be solely due to a thinning
of the septal wall at TLC. This results demonstrates that MXTC-S is capable of detecting subtle
changes in septal wall thickness. Now, comparing the mean of MXTC-S for all disease subjects
(Cl, C2, Al) to the mean of MXTC-S for three healthy subjects (H1-H3) we observe a change of
0.9 ms0,5 in MXTC-S2 corresponding to 1.6/?p. However whether this change in MXTC-S is solely
due to a change in septal wall thickness or whether a change in wall composition altering the diffu-
sion constant contributes to the elevation of MXTC-S in certain lung diseases cannot be determined
with the current implementation of MXTC. Elevated levels of elastin and collagen in the diseased
lung tissue could indicate a repair process and might impact the effective xenon diffusion constant.
Nevertheless, a more likely conclusion is that increased MXTC-S corresponds to septal wall thick-
ening, indicating parenchymal inflammation, which is known to be a consistent finding in COPD
and asthma [2]. Studies in a larger subject population, as well as in animal models with accompa-
nying histology, are required to further investigate the relationship between the MXTC-S parameter
and lung microstructure. However, it is already apparent from this study that the regional mapping
of MXTC-S has the potential to become a powerful biomarker to non-invasively monitor disease
progression and/or response to treatment by characterizing parenchymal inflammation and/or lung
remodeling. To our knowledge, no other means of non-invasively estimating regional septal wall
thickness or composition exist.
MXTC Compared to Direct Dissolved-Phase Imaging
MXTC-F and direct dissolved-phase imaging do not measure the same physiological parameters
since there are differences in the contrast mechanisms of these two techniques. In both methods
2.5 ms05, subject H3 in Table 4.3
2Mean for MXTC-S for three disease subjects (Cl, C2, Al) = 4.2 ms0-5, and mean for MXTC-S for three healthy
subjects (Hl, H2, H3) = 3.3 ms0-5, Table 4.4
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contrast generation is based on the property of xenon to dissolve in lung tissues. Nevertheless, in
MXTC MR the image contrast stems from the exchange of xenon atoms between the dissolved
phase and the alveolar airspaces. Therefore, it only reflects parenchymal structures that are directly
involved in the gas exchange. On the other hand, the DP ratio contrast does not only involve xenon
exchange but also incorporates xenon accumulation downstream in the pulmonary venous blood
pool [25], which introduces an additional perfusion weighting. Thus, the dissolved-phase imaging
contrast stems from HXe uptake. The relative weighting of perfusion (xenon accumulating in the
downstream blood flow) versus gas exchange (xenon diffusing in and out of respiratory membranes
at gas exchange sites) contributing to the dissolved-phase imaging contrast strongly depends on the
relationship of T2* relaxation of HXe in the dissolved phase and imaging parameters such as flip
angle, TR and TE [25] [156] [157]. Although the AP-slope of MXTC-F in subject Cl was not
significantly positive, the AP-slope for MXTC-S was found to be very similar to the slope for DP
(AP-slope = 1.72 %/cm, ? = 0.006, Table 4.4). As discussed earlier, MXTC-S probes thickness and
composition of respiratory membranes. These include thin structures (~ 1-2 /im) that do not contain
capillaries as well as thicker structures (~ 10 µt?) that do contain capillaries. The voxel value is
an average of different types of structures. Hence, an increased MXTC-S parameter together with
the increased DP ratio in the anterior partitions of subject Cl could indicate capillary recruitment
accompanying increased perfusion as a result of parenchymal inflammation.
Limitations and Future Work
A limitation in the current implementation of MXTC is that, due to insufficiently available trans-
mit power on our 3T scanner, only a maximum flip angle of 75°could be applied for the 3-ms
Gaussian contrast-generating RF pulses. However, in order to completely saturate the dissolved
phase, shorter-duration 90°flip angles are ideally required. Our attempt to correct for this effect, by
comparing 75°and 90°spectroscopy-based XTC results and deriving a constant correction factor, is
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prone to error. Therefore, we did not attempt to derive absolute results for tissue to alveolar-volume
ratio and wall thickness from the MXTC parameters in this study. We further note that the uncer-
tainty in the correction factor does not affect the main findings of this preliminary study, since data
for all subjects were obtained and analyzed in the same way, and the main findings are a relative
increase of the time constant for diseased subjects compared to that for healthy subjects, and the re-
gional correlation among different imaging techniques. In future studies, absolute determination of
the tissue to alveolar-volume ratio and wall thickness can be achieved by addressing the flip-angle
limitation. There are several possibilities based on either a hardware solution, e.g. by implementing
a more powerful broadband RF amplifier for hyperpolarized-gas studies, or on a software solution,
e.g. by focusing on selective MXTC, which selectively encodes xenon gas exchange for tissue and
blood resonances, as described in [65]. The higher spectral selectivity requires longer RF pulses,
which will allow a 90° flip angle to be achieved with our current hardware.
In the current implementation, MXTC is a multi-breath experiment. It is therefore prone to
spatial-registration errors secondary to different breath-hold positions. This issue can be addressed
in future studies by implementing image-registration algorithms in the data analysis workflow [158].
It is also possible that only two XTC contrasts at two different delay times may be sufficient to derive
a difference parameter, instead of the xenon exchange-time constant parameter MXTC-S, having
equivalent diagnostic value for characterizing disease-induced changes in the alveolar wall. This
would make MXTC a single breath-hold technique, which not only has the benefit of eliminating
spatial-registration errors, but is also important for clinical application.
4.5.5 Conclusions
Multiple exchange time xenon polarization transfer contrast (MXTC) is an implementation of the
xenon polarization transfer contrast (XTC) MRI technique in three dimensions and for multiple
exchange times. Regional and dynamic encoding of the xenon exchange contrast enables the map-
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ping of functional septal thickness in addition to the tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio already derived
from single exchange time XTC. Our results quantifying microstructure deformation of the healthy
lung in response to gravity-induced tissue compression and ventilation volume demonstrate the
sensitivity of the MXTC technique. Further, only structures participating in gas exchange are rep-
resented in the MXTC data. Therefore, MXTC-derived parameters describe a functional subset of
microstructure. As a consequence, the MXTC image contrast is potentially very sensitive to patho-
logical alterations of the lung parenchyma that affect gas exchange and is not masked by larger lung
structures such as major blood vessels or airways.
This work demonstrates the first in vivo simultaneous mapping of lung microstructure parame-
ters related to the tissue to alveolar-volume ratio and septal wall thickness in human subjects. Our
preliminary results have shown that functional tissue volume mapping with MXTC-F exhibits ex-
cellent correlation with HXe ADC MRI and with lung-tissue attenuation assessed by CT in one
COPD subject with emphysematous tissue destruction. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the new
microstructure parameter MXTC-S, which is proportional to the functional septal wall thickness,
was elevated in subjects with lung disease. We therefore propose that MXTC-S could become a
novel biomarker to characterize parenchymal inflammation or thickening with clinical applications
to non-invasively monitor disease progression or treatment response. By quantifying two functional
lung parameters, MXTC provides a more comprehensive picture of lung microstructure than ex-
isting imaging techniques, and could become an important non-invasive and quantitative tool to




There is a critical need for functional imaging modalities to diagnose and monitor pulmonary dis-
ease. CT is an imaging technique which presents excellent representation of structure. However,
information about lung function can be obtained only indirectly, using empirically derived structure-
function relationships [44]. In addition the significant radiation dose accompanying a high resolu-
tion CT scan prevents frequent use to monitor disease progression in longitudinal follow-up studies
or general application in young patients. Lung function imaging is provided by lung scintigraphy
which obtains ventilation and perfusion maps. However resolution in lung scintigraphy is very low
and only 2D projection data is provided. MRI can provide functional information but MRI of the
lung is challenging due to the low proton density and rapid signal dephasing due to susceptibility
gradients caused by numerous tissue-air interfaces in the lung.
Hyperpolarized noble gases 3He and 129Xe are non-invasive contrast agents for lung MRI. Nu-
merous acquisition modalities exist for imaging of lung structure and function. Especially the
unique property of HXe to dissolve in lung tissues can be exploited to develop functional imag-
ing methods related to gas-exchange efficiency and impairment in lung disease. Prior to this work,
the regional description of lung function parameters was limited by restrictions in image acquisition
time and the low SNR of HXe in the dissolved phase.
This thesis addressed challenges in image acquisition speed and SNR by introducing parallel
imaging to HXe imaging. Parallel imaging in hyperpolarized gas applications allows faster image
acquisition without loss in SNR. A 32-channel phased-array receive RF coil for the human chest was
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developed tuned to the resonance frequency of HXe at 3T. Further an asymmetric birdcage transmit
coil was integrated to address the need of a homogeneous excitation field to prevent bias in the image
contrast by regionally varying spin excitation. First results of spin density imaging in healthy human
subjects and subjects with lung disease demonstrated the significant improvement in image quality
by achieving high resolution ventilation images with excellent SNR. Transmit field maps showed
regional variation of less than 10% across the whole lung. Parallel imaging performance of the
phased-array coil was demonstrated by achieving acceleration factors up to three in 2D acquisitions
and up to six in 3D acquisitions while remaining aliasing artifacts were negligible.
The newly developed human chest coil enabled the implementation of the multiple exchange
time xenon polarization transfer contrast (MXTC) method, which is based on XTC initially demon-
strated by Ruppert et al [26] [27] [28] and first implemented in human subjects by Patz et al [23].
The original features of MXTC are the extension of the initial two dimensional projection imple-
mentation to three dimensions and to dynamic encoding. The dynamic encoding allowed for two
parameters to be derived regionally which are related to gas-exchange functionality by characteriz-
ing the tissue-to-alveolar-volume ratio and the alveolar wall thickness.
Parameter mapping in human subjects and rabbits showed that MXTC is capable of an assess-
ment of healthy lung physiology demonstrating posture and lung inflation dependence of lung mi-
crostructure. Further by comparing to literature values we found that MXTC estimation of relative
tissue volume is lower than estimates derived from histology. This finding can be explained by the
fact that MXTC-derived parameters reflect only those structures that are involved in gas exchange
and thus represent a functional subset of lung structures. The pure functional contrast of MXTC
makes it a modality with specific sensitivity to disease-initiated structural remodeling that affects
the gas exchange capability of the lung.
Our results in subjects with lung disease showed that the MXTC-derived functional tissue den-
sity parameter exhibited excellent agreement with other imaging techniques which are sensitive to
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tissue density (CT) or which reflect airspace size (HXe ADC). The newly developed dynamic pa-
rameter, which characterizes the alveolar wall, was elevated in subjects with lung disease, most
likely indicating parenchymal inflammation. In light of these observations we believe that MXTC
has potential as an important biomarker for the regional quantification of emphysematous tissue de-
struction in COPD (using the tissue density parameter) and of parenchymal inflammation or thick-
ening (using the wall thickness parameter). By simultaneously quantifying two lung function pa-
rameters, MXTC provides a more comprehensive picture of lung microstructure then existing lung
imaging techniques and could become an important non-invasive and quantitative tool to character-
ize pulmonary disease phenotypes.
In future work a phased-array RF coil double tuned to the resonances of HXe and protons
will allow new acquisition strategies to address remaining challenges such as motion and image
registration. By interleaving proton and HXe image encoding subject motion can be registered on
proton images to correct HXe images.
In regard to the MXTC method in this implementation the dissolved phase of HXe was con-
sidered as a whole without distinction between blood and tissue compartment. However important
physiological information can be obtained by selectively probing the two compartments. For exam-
ple, Driehuys et al showed that the ratio of blood and tissue signal can be a sensitive probe of gas
transfer impairment [18].
Animal studies with accompanying histology could be used to further validate results and espe-
cially to accurately determine the diffusion constant of HXe in respective dissolved-phase compart-






Diffusion Equation of Heat
Conduction Type with Dirichlet
Boundary Conditions
The 1-D diffusion equation, describing diffusion of magnetization concentration into a slab of tissue
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Figure A-I: Boundary conditions for mathematical derivation (a) and for xenon-129 initial magne-
tization (b)
Then the solution is given by c — C(x,t), since for the case of ideal RF saturation initially all
magnetization is in the gas phase and the magnetization within the slab is zero.
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From the boundary conditions for ? = 0 and ? = L we obtain
a = 0 (A.5a)
?= ^ (A.5b)La
The common solution is given by linear superposition
C(x,t) = Sa?·ß-°(t)2< . sin (^c) (A.6)!=0
From the boundary condition for t = 0 we have
c = £ an ¦ sin ( —?) (A.7)
The coefficients an are obtained by using the orthogonality of the basis functions / sin (??) sin (?^?)
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To obtain the signal S which is proportional to the magnetization M, the magnetization concen-
tration C (Figure A-I) has to be integrated over the tissue thickness
fL ¦ ^1 Ac nfíM+ÜÍA 2LS<*M = cL- C{x,t)dx = cL-V ——— e~D(—"^ ' ¦ -^—rr- (A. 10)? ^0(2?:+1)p (2*+1)p
We obtain the solution for the xenon- 129 signal in the dissolved phase at exchange time t:




TLC Total Lung Capacity
RV Residual Volume
VC Vital Capacity
PFT Pulmonary Function Test
COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
CT Computed Tomography
S/V Surface to Volume Ratio
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
RF Radio Frequency
B\ transverse RF field
Bq longitudinal external field
HHe Hyperpolarized Helium-3
HXe Hyperpolarized Xenon- 129
XTC Xenon Polarization Transfer Contrast
MXTC Multiple Exchange Time Xenon Polarization Transfer Contrast
ADC Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
DP Dissolved Phase
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